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SCOUT FORUMS, SENATE AND YAKKERY AT AJ2010
This is the full (combined) report emanating from the Scout Forums, Senate and Yakkery at the
22nd Australian Scout Jamboree held in January 2010 (AJ2010).
For distribution and implementation, this report has also been broken up into discreet topics so
that recommendations can be sent to the persons, committees or councils most likely to be able
review and implement the recommendations.

DETAILS OF REPORTS
Reports from the Scouts Forums, Senate and Yakkery will be published and distributed as a series
of papers in the following order:
Title
1. Implementation (Coordinator’s) Report
2. Future Jamborees
3. What do you think of Rovers?
4. International Scouting
5. The Patrol System & Leadership Training
6. Internet Scouting
7. What Scouts will do after the Jamboree
8. The Scout Award Scheme
9. Environment & Community
10. Membership & Image of Scouting
11. Activities and Events
12. Scouting Facilities
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SCOUT FORUMS, SENATE AND YAKKERY COORDINATOR’S REPORT
PREAMBLE & THANK YOU
The task of putting together a series of youth forums and a “yakkery” at an event the size of a
Jamboree is challenging. For their two years of work and assistance on this project I need to
acknowledge, right away, Aaron Wardle and Jade Elliott. The concept of yakkery and youth forums
has come a long way over many Jamborees and our combined expertise, plus those of the
Coordinators who have gone before me (they paved the way and, yes, I relied heavily on their
documentation!) have resulted in an outstanding outcome in 2010 – I salute you!
I would like to thank the following who’s cooperation and support ensured success:
• Aaron Wardle, Deputy Director Youth Forums, Jamboree Organising Committee
• Jade Elliott, Chair, National Youth Council, Scouts Australia
• John Clarke (NCYP) and members of the National Team, past and present
• Bob Baker (Chief Director) and the Jamboree Organising Committee
• Stephen Smart, JOC Database Administrator (Application System)
• Rhonda Ward, Executive Assistant, JOC
• Rob Fredericksen, BC Scouts ACT
• Vern Casey, BC Scouts WA
• Phil Crutchley, BC Scouts NSW
• Carolyn Corkindale, BC Scouts SA
• Phil Harper, BC Scouts Tasmania
• Marion Blight, ABC Scouts Tasmania
• Joan Dillon, BC Scouts Victoria
• Pieter Van Der Kamp, BC Scouts Queensland
• Chris Doidge, Chief Commissioner NT
• Cameron Whillas, Contingent Leader, Victorian Contingent
• Geoff Reynolds, Contingent Leader, Tasmanian Contingent
• Kerry Jones, BC Youth Forums, SA
• Members of the National Youth Council, past and present
• Peter Marriott, ABC Scouts Victoria
• Jody Freeman, Victorian Contingent (thanks for saving me a couple of times!)
• The team in the JNN Office who helped with photocopying and other printing needs
• Jamboree Sub Camp staff
• The Yakkery Team
• The Facilitators (you were the linchpin in this whole process.)
• The Jamboree Line Leaders who encouraged their Scouts to participate
• The Jamboree Troop Delegates and Branch Delegates, and finally…
• The Scouts of the 22nd Australian Jamboree.
THANK YOU!
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Yakkery is to obtain input from a wide range of youth members of Scouts
Australia. The Jamboree provides an opportunity to canvass the thoughts of a large number of
Scouts at one time. At this Jamboree, the Yakkery was a compulsory part of the Jamboree Award,
which ensured almost every patrol participated. It was a short duration activity that involved
engaging patrols with a game of Yakkery Jamopoly, and then directing them to one or two of a
series of Topic Towers. With the assistance of a member of the Yakkery staff, patrols then
contributed ideas to the topic on their topic tower.
The Scout Youth Forums were a series of evening events that each Jamboree troop were invited
to send a delegate to. Scouts discussed and recorded their ideas on a series of topics of the group’s
choice. After three such evening forums, their ideas were taken to the Scout Senate which was
held all day on the last day of the Jamboree. At this event, Scouts nominated by each branch plus
representatives from each evening forum collated all the ideas and prepared a series of reports.
They formally presented them to National & Branch Commissioners.
1. OUTCOMES
Outcomes from the forums, Senate and Yakkery have been developed into a series of reports and
recommendations. In order to facilitate the distribution of the recommendations to appropriate
councils and committees, each Topic tackled by the Scouts has been separately published.
A total of eleven Topics were discussed by Scouts through the Forums, Senate and Yakkery. There
are therefore 11 Topic reports plus this one, a total of 12 documents all together.
Recommendation 1.0
Reports and Recommendations from each of the Topics be noted and distributed to
relevant Committees and Councils of Scouts Australia for review and action.
2. YAKKERY
The Yakkery was one of the three compulsory “Free Time Activities”. It was housed in a large
marquee in “The Mall”. It was open 9am – 5pm daily as part of the Jamboree activity schedule,
except for Visitor Day. The Yakkery was staffed by 18 Venturers and Rovers allocated to the
activity by the J.O.C. Some of these were members of the National Youth Council who had been
previously identified as attending the Jamboree and therefore pre-allocated to the Yakkery.
The activity begun with patrols playing a game of “Yakkery Jamopoly”. This provided an
opportunity for the Yakkery staff member assigned to the patrol to engage patrol members and
transition them to a “Topic Tower” at certain points in the game. Six Topic Towers were
positioned around the tent, with one topic on each. The staff member then explained the
background to the topic and sought input and ideas from patrol members. Ideas were written
onto butchers’ paper, which was later transcribed onto computer for collation.
After a couple of rounds of Jamopoly and visits to topic towers, patrols were encouraged to visit
their Sub Camp frat tent and leave a video message about one of the topics. On leaving the
Yakkery, Scout passports were stamped. The whole process took 20 – 30 minutes and the activity
had capacity for up to six patrols at once.
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After a number of days it became clear that as patrols realised that they were running out of time
to complete all the required activities, the hourly capacity of the Yakkery needed to be increased.
The activity was modified to shorten the time to complete, as required from hour to hour.
All staff members were allocated two days off over the course of the Jamboree. As Junior Service
Leaders (Venturers) participated in the running of the evening youth forums as well as their
daytime commitments, they were permitted to also attend the “Jamberoo” offsite trip on Visitors
Day,
As an activity, the Yakkery worked well, although, as with every activity, not every patrol or Scout
was equally enthusiastic. An enormous volume of data was collected at the Yakkery. Themes and
consistent messages from this data for each topic has been identified in further Reports, as well as
a copy of the raw data. Not a great deal of data was collected via the sub-camp frat tent computers,
although the concept had merit.
Recommendation 2.0
The Yakkery should continue to be run as an engaging activity that leads Scouts into
different topics for their comment. The use of a game is a one such way, however the use of
technology could be further investigated.
Recommendation 2.1
The Yakkery continue to be a compulsory requirement for the Jamboree Award so that the
it is possible to collect data from the widest possible group of Scouts.
Recommendation 2.2
The allocation of a staff to run the Yakkery is critical to its success and should be
maintained in future Jamborees. Enough staff should be allocated to run the activity as well
as ensure each person is allowed some time off.
Recommendation 2.3
The hourly capacity of the Yakkery should be considered carefully when designing the
activity at future Jamborees.
3. FORUMS & SENATE
A two-tiered approach, initially developed for the previous Jamboree, was put into place for the
Scout Forums at AJ2010:
Three Sub Camp Evening Youth Forums were held, one for each pair of sub camps (there were
seven Scout sub camps in total so one forum catered to three sub camps). Every Jamboree troop
was invited to send one delegate to these forums. (In a small number of cases, troops sent two
delegates as they had a troop buddy system in place). Appendix 1 contains the timetable for these
forums.
The Sub Camp Evening Forums were held in the second week of the Jamboree. Each Evening
Forum had a corresponding Briefing Night in the first week of the Jamboree. This enabled various
housekeeping matters to be dealt with and for Scouts to select topics for discussion the following
week. This also gave time for those Scouts to return to their troops to seek input over the
following days, knowing what the topics would be. Refer to Appendix 1 for running sheets for the
Briefing and Forum evenings.
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Although intended to be a National forum, in one case a troop sent two New Zealand delegates.
This provided them with another Jamboree experience which I was happy to support.
All the information collected from the Evening Forums was then provided to the Scout Senate
delegates (the second tier). The Scout Senate was held over the entire last day of the Jamboree.
Attending the Scout Senate were up to four delegates nominate by each Branch, plus four
delegates from each Evening Forum, plus Scout aged members of the National Youth Council.
The role of the Senate was to use all the information gathered from the Evening Forums to write
up a final series of recommendations. Scouts worked in small groups and prepared a report on
one topic each. Computers were made available to groups to prepare their reports. Time was
allocated for groups to share their work in progress with the whole Senate to ensure their
message was an accurate reflection of what the majority of Scouts had been saying.
As the Scout Senate was held on the last day of the Jamboree, Scouts involved had to be excused
from packing up their campsite. In most cases Jamboree Troop Leaders were supportive of this,
giving reasons such as not needing 40 people to drop a campsite, or giving the opportunity to the
affected patrol’s APL to step up. As a show of thanks, affected JTLs were invited to afternoon tea
and to attend the final presentation at the end of the day. A dozen or so accepted this offer (with
enormous pride).
Six reports were completed in the allocated time and a formal presentation was made to National
Commissioners, Branch Commissioners for Scouts, and other invited special guests. The Chief
Commissioner of Australia gave the formal response. Their reports are also to be prepared for
distribution to relevant committees and councils for review and action.
The process proved to be a successful one in which as many Scouts as possible have been involved
in the process, and six high quality reports have been prepared. Attendance showed that about
60% of Troops, and all Branches, were represented in the process. It was felt that this was an
outstanding result.
Key to the overall success of the Forums and Senate was the involvement of Facilitators who
volunteered their time, over and above their main Jamboree role, to support the forums and
Senate. It was intended that an evening dedicated to briefing and training facilitators occur prior
to the first session with Scouts. However a late change to the Jamboree timetable prevented this
from occurring and a quick meeting after the first Briefing Session occurred instead. Fortunately,
in this instance, all facilitators had been involved in youth forums at a Branch or National level in
the past so there was confidence that all would be well.
Recommendation 3.0
That the two-tier approach to Jamboree Forums be maintained as an effective way of
reaching out to a large population of Scouts.
Recommendation 3.1
That the Scout Senate continues to be held on the last day of the Jamboree and that JTLs are
clearly communicated with to ensure their support. They should be invited to the
presentation as a thank you.

4. JOC SUPPORT
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The support of the Jamboree Organising Committee for the operations of the Forums, Senate and
Yakkery has been outstanding. These events were treated by JOC as legitimate activities of the
Jamboree which has achieved the following:
•

A Deputy Director appointed to oversee the operation of the activity resulting in direct
contact with JOC and ensuring excellent communication across the Jamboree;

•

The activity being allocated an appropriate budget resulting in excellent housing, facilities
and materials to run a good quality activity;

•

The activity being included in the Scouts’ Jamboree Award resulting in nearly every patrol
passing through the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree;

•

The activity having entries in the Scouts’ handbook, leaders’ handbooks and the Jamboree
Manual, ensuring the legitimacy of the activity was known and accepted;

•

The activity being allocated staffing resources, just like any other activity, enhancing the
engagement with the activity by Scouts, and ensuring everyone involved in the activity
could rotate roles and be provided with some days off; and

•

Allowing the National Adviser Youth Forums to attend two Jamboree Organising
Committee meetings, which provided valuable opportunities for networking and
communication with the various directorates, sub camps, and contingents.

Recommendation 4.0
That future Jamboree Organising Committees give similar “Activity Status” to the Scout
Forums, Senate and Yakkery, ensuring that it falls under an appropriate activity
directorate and an appropriate person is appointed to support its operation.
Recommendation 4.1
That the National Adviser Youth Forums be invited to make contact with future Jamboree
Organising Committees at least two years prior to the event to ensure appropriate
coordination is able to occur for a successful activity.
5. DELEGATE SELECTION
The two-tiered approach to the Scout Forums required:
a) four delegates to be nominated from each Branch to participate in the Senate; and
b) one delegate from each Jamboree troop to be nominated to participate in the evening
forums.
The National Adviser coordinated with the Jamboree Application System administrator (Stephen
Smart) to have fields inserted into the Jamboree Application System with which to administer the
nominations for the forums. This ensured that communication with delegates used the same
details as other Jamboree communication, and allowed different queries and reports to be
generated at any time in the 12 months leading up to, during, and after the Jamboree. Contingent
Leaders were given access to select their delegates by making changes to these database fields.
Being able to use this system proved to be an absolutely invaluable resource. (Appendix 2
contains the requirements documentation for this feature.)
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To allow maximum opportunity for Branch delegates to discuss topics with their peers, it was
asked that Branch delegates be nominated and communicated with the National Adviser well
ahead of the Jamboree. This process was therefore begun 18 months prior to the Jamboree, when
a memo was presented to the annual National Scout Program Meeting (a meeting of all BC Scouts),
through the National Commissioner Youth Program.
This was followed up twelve months later by the National Adviser attending the same meeting to
ensure support for the Forums was established. The process for notifying the National Adviser of
their delegates was also described.
All branches had nominated at least two Senate delegates by late November prior to the Jamboree,
except NT. This allowed enough time to communicate with delegates well ahead of the Jamboree,
provide them with information such as key dates, and allow them to prepare by thinking about
the pre-set topics and talking to peers.
Although it was not requested, three Branches (SA, NSW, ACT) also ensured all or most of their
Troop delegates had been nominated and entered into the Application System prior to the
Jamboree. This was a great time saver once the Jamboree had begun as it reduced significantly the
number of troops that needed to be “chased” to nominate a delegate. (Smaller branches found this
easier as they were able to elect their delegates at whole-state “shake-down” camps prior to the
Jamboree)
Clear and consistent communication was the key to ensuring a high participation rate in the
evening forums by Jamboree troops. The Sub Camp mailboxes were utilised as the most reliable
way of getting bulk messages out to troops. A series of reminders and explanations were issued
through this method, as the need arose, and depending on the attendance at each evening Briefing
or Forum night.
Critical to keeping this communication an efficient and effective process was having access to
transport to travel between sub camps. Having a bicycle permanently available to the Yakkery
was essential.
Recommendation 5.0
That communication with Branch Commissioners for Scouts begins at least 18 months
prior to the Jamboree regarding the Forums and that Branches support the two-tiered
approach to forums by ensuring they have in place a process to select their Branch
delegates.
Recommendation 5.1
That the Forum Coordinator/National Adviser attend the Scout Program Meeting in the
year prior to the Jamboree to clearly explain the two-tiered approach and the process for
providing nominations to the Forum Coordinator.
Recommendation 5.2
The Jamboree Application system incorporates fields that support the nomination of
Forum & Senate delegates to assist the administration of the Forums and Senate.
Recommendation 5.3
That communication with delegates, troops, and Leaders be consistent, clear, and timely to
ensure maximum participation and support for the forums and senate.
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6. TOPIC SELECTION
Also at the Scout Program Meeting in 2009, a request was made to submit ideas for topics of
discussion at the Forums and Yakkery. Branches were invited to submit topics at any time via
email to the National Adviser.
By November 2009, no suggestions had been put forward so input was sought from members of
the National Team and a list of topics was finalised between the National Adviser and the National
Commissioner Youth Program.
Topics were needed by November in order for the Yakkery computer software to be programmed
with the topic names, and so that Forum/Senate delegates could be notified and allowed time to
consider the topics and discuss them with peers.
To help ensure engagement of the Forums and Senate, Scouts were also asked to nominate topics
at the forum briefing sessions. A process of narrowing down the topics to a manageable number
was then followed.
Recommendation 6.0
That the Forum Coordinator attend the Scout Program Meeting in the year prior to the
Jamboree to collect and finalise topics.
Recommendation 6.1
That Branch Commissioners Scouts, National Team, and Scouts themselves continue to be
encouraged to put forward topics for discussion at the forums and Yakkery.
7. BUDGET
A budget of $25,000 was allocated to the Scout Forums, Senate and Yakkery. A significant portion
of that was spent on the marquee used to house the activity (with floore and floor covering, plus
furniture), and other significant amounts covered computer hardware rental and software
development. Nevertheless, the budget was appropriate to run an engaging and successful series
of activities. Total expenditure came to just under $19,000, with some items being returned for
resale.
Costs included:
• Marquee hire and erection
• Computer hardware rental and consumables
• Computer software development
• Consumables including permanent markers, certificate paper, white paper, and butchers
paper
• Fans, easels, tables, chairs, etc.
• Senate refreshments
• Postage
• Printing
• Bicycles, helmets, locks, communication radios
• Costs associated with attendance at meetings prior to the event.
• A detailed budget expense report will be provided by Aaron Wardle to the JOC as part of
his final report.
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Recommendation 7.0
That an appropriate budget, based on previous activity expenses and current costs, be
allocated to the Scout Forums, Senate and Yakkery to properly resource the activity and
ensure successful outcomes.
DELEGATES
Congratulations to the following Scouts who were nominated as delegates to the National Scout
Forums and Scout Senate at AJ2010:
SCOUT SENATE DELEGATES
Name
Jessie
Stacey
Stephanie
James
Elizabeth
Angus
Joshua
Connor
Jessica
Brendon
Nathan
Tylanda
Codey
Tiffany
Grant
Christopher
Steven
Matthew
Scott

Branch Troop
Fitzpatrick
ACT
0224
Kearney†
ACT
0718
McConnell† ACT
0115
Stephens†
ACT
0128
White†
ACT
0707
Boxall
NSW
0617
Farr
NSW
0708
Hayes†
NSW
0236
Juretic
NSW
1005
Kingdom†
NSW
0311
Leivesley
NSW
1006
Murray†
NSW
0212
Swadling†
NSW
0205
Ede†
Qld
0734
Hamsey†
Qld
0301
Horne†
Qld
0301
Shephard
Qld
0402
Ferris†
SA
0643
Jones
SA
0207

* NYC Delegate

Name
Alana
Katie
John
Emily
Ezgi
Nicholas
Callum
Kathryn
Melanie
Bridget
Hannah
Katherine
Danielle
Jarrod
Siobhan
Naomi
Flynn
Daniel
Quinten

Schache†
Williams
Dewis
Newman†
Bridger†
Chan
Chapman
Condon†
Hipwell†
Loughhead
Perrins*
Ritchie
Rothwell*
Snow†
Stewart*
Halls
Jagoe†
Kindness†
Hall

Branch Troop
SA
1011
SA
0420
Tas
0131
Tas
0131
Vic
0317
Vic
0445
Vic
0604
Vic
0307
Vic
0307
Vic
0127
Vic
0317
Vic
0730
Vic
0704
Vic
0614
Vic
0336
WA
0109
WA
0427
WA
0427
NT
0318

†Branch Delegate (remainder are sub camp forum delegates)
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EVENING FORUMS DELEGATES
Name

Branch

Troop

Name

Branch

Troop

Jarrod

Allan

NSW

0623

Mark

Elbourn

NSW

0332

Mike

Ashelford

NSW

0701

Hannah

Elliott

Vic

0622

Jordan

Ball

Vic

0307

Clare

Ellsmore

NSW

0418

Tamika

Bartsch

SA

0217

Ashleigh

Espinos

WA

0703

Zoe

Beikoff-Bray

Qld

0326

Timothy

Everett

WA

1029

Esther

Bennett

SA

0306

Emma

Fallon

NSW

0236

Kieran

Bennett

SA

0618

Daniel

Fardouly

NSW

0632

Sarah

Berlecky

NSW

0132

Joshua

Farr

NSW

0708

Scott

Blamey

Vic

0114

Joshua

Field

Qld

0706

Alan

Blunt

NSW

0335

Jessie

Fitzpatrick

ACT

0224

Owen

Bowdler

NSW

1020

Adrian

Foon

NSW

0705

Angus

Boxall

NSW

0617

Matthias

Fresacher

SA

0602

Natasha

Brennfleck

Vic

1021

Bradley

Gadd

Tas

1017

Emily

Brockbank

SA

0404

Jordan

Gibbs

NT

0610

Luke

Brouwer

NSW

0221

Benjamin

Goulter

Qld

0220

Cameron

Brown

NSW

0325

Ashleigh

Green

Vic

0319

Liberty

Brown

WA

0313

Sarah

Griffin

NSW

0123

Ngurung

Brown

NSW

0117

Reece

Grimshaw

SA

0711

Natalie

Bryan

Tas

0712

Sarah

Gschiel

Qld

0734

Allan

Buhagiar

Vic

0219

Quinten

Hall

NT

0318

Jessica

Bullen

Vic

0333

Naomi

Halls

WA

0109

Dalton

Burzacott

Vic

0641

David

Hands-Baker

Vic

0336

Alexander

Butler

Vic

0213

James

Harton

ACT

0324

Nicholas

Chan

Vic

0445

Alana

Higgins

Vic

0121

Callum

Chapman

Vic

0604

Emily

Hocking

Vic

1033

Lillian

Cheyne

SA

0725

Mitchell

Hodgson

NSW

0611

Sarah

Chlonta

Qld

0225

Courtney

Hogan

Vic

0622

Molly

Coldwell

WA

0124

Madison

Holness

NSW

0439

Jillian

Colebourn

NSW

0409

Sarah

Howells

Tas

0131

Michael

Conway

SA

0320

Kristy

Howett

SA

0643

Matthew

Court

ACT

0204

Louise

Humphries

NSW

0739

Benjamin

Craine

Vic

0441

Luke

Jackson

Vic

0635

Roslyn

Dalton

Qld

0645

Ashlee

Jaensch

NSW

0415

Glenn

Davidson

SA

0431

Dylan

Jago

Tas

0640

Nicholas

Debono

NSW

0316

Kaleb

James

SA

0711

Adrienne

Dell

NSW

0701

Phoebe Rose

James-gilman

NSW

0227

Jack

Devlin

Vic

0425

Jason

Jones

ACT

0314

John

Dewis

Tas

0131

Scott

Jones

SA

0207

Isaac

Dilorenzo

SA

0740

Jessica

Juretic

NSW

1005

Luke

Dimsey

Tas

0131

Tyler

Kara-Kingston

NSW

0615

Hayden

Dodwell

NSW

0107

David

Kindness

Qld

0129

Alicia

Doyle
DunstanPotter

Vic

0419

Sheridan

King

Vic

0401

Vic

0637

Stacey

Lambert

Tas

0640

Charlotte

Lampard

Vic

0222

Leo
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Name

Branch

Troop

Name

Branch

Troop

Liam

Lebon

SA

0119

Andrew

Raston

WA

0328

Nathan

Leivesley

NSW

1006

Thomas

Riley

Vic

0723

Ryan

Lewcock

SA

1011

Katherine

Ritchie

Vic

0730

Benjamin

Liversidge

Qld

0612

Elizabeth

Ryan

Vic

0714

William

Lloyd

Vic

0206

Michelle

Saffin

Vic

0228

Bridget

Loughhead

Vic

0127

Jacinta

Sanders

WA

0437

Jordan

Lynch

NSW

0601

Tom

Sargent

Vic

0102

Bree

Macaulay

WA

0407

Juliette

Seipel

Qld

0414

Angela

Mackey

SA

0106

Christopher

Setch

Qld

0428

Ebony

Macpherson

NSW

0232

Steven

Shephard

Qld

0402

Michaela

Markovski

Vic

0327

James

Shield

NSW

0617

Catherine

Marley

Vic

0410

Christopher

Skin

NSW

0629

Kate

Marsden

Qld

0210

Hannah

Smillie

WA

0211

Luke

Marshall

Vic

0736

Bridget

Smith

NSW

0335

Emma

Masterman

Vic

0410

Ethan

Smith

NSW

0229

Laura

Matthews

Qld

0116

Michelle

Snowball

NT

0610

Hunter

Maxwell

NSW

1035

Brianan

Sourbutts

Vic

0408

Curtis

McGee

Tas

0640

Johnathan

Spargo

Vic

0125

Scott

McInally

NSW

0433

Mitchell

Steinberg

WA

1001

Simon

McMahon

Qld

0122

Michelle

Strudwick

SA

0624

Daniel

Meades

Vic

0206

Cassandra

Sweetman

NSW

0436

Liam

Mendes

NSW

0731

Lyle

Tamlyn

NSW

0642

Peter

Mengler

WA

0303

Jack

Taylor

Vic

0108

Alex

Merrick

NSW

1023

Emma

Thrussell

Qld

0301

Mary

Miles-Craig

NSW

0737

Todd

Thurlow

NSW

0104

Ingrid

Miller

NSW

0205

Liam

Thurston

NSW

0615

Cameron

Moir

Vic

0430

Natalie

Tillman

NSW

1013

Ashlyn

Moloney

NSW

0311

Daniel

Trembath

Qld

0323

James

Murdoch

Vic

0723

Matthew

Vagg

Vic

1036

Brendan

Murray

NSW

0202

Oliver

Vogel-Reed

Tas

0712

Rowina

Nathan

Vic

1003

Nikolaas

Wajon

WA

0112

Phillip

Nickl

NSW

0120

Michael

Qld

0230

Catherine

Nielsen

NSW

0304

George

WA

0427

Lachlan

O’brien

Vic

1003

Moyra

O’donoghue

Vic

0630

Katelyn

Wall
WaltonHassell
Wassell

NSW

0101

Hannah Lillian

Paduch

NSW

0442

Miles

Watson

NSW

0626

Jewel

Payne

WA

0417

Rochelle

White

NSW

0735

Ashley

Penrose

Vic

0226

Daisy

Williams

WA

0636

Samantha

Pham

NSW

0110

Katie

Williams

SA

0420

Zachery

Phillips

NT

0610

Christopher

Willoughby

Vic

0321

Wayne

Pitt-Nicolls

Qld

0129

David

Woods

Vic

1019

Simone

Prendergast

Vic

0609

Jessica

Woolnough

Tas

0423

Scott

Worthington

NSW

1002

Emma

Youdale

NSW

0406

Kieron

Younger

Vic

0726

Rachel

Preston

Vic

0233

Nicola

Pring

ACT

0647

Tracey

Quinn

Vic

0114
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FACILITATORS
The Facilitators are the link between the process and the ideas. They work directly with the
Scouts to assist them to get their ideas down, all the while ensuring that they don’t inadvertently
influence or change the message that Scouts are trying to get across. It is a tricky job.
It should also be noted that these facilitators had other roles at the Jamboree and were therefore
as busy as anyone else, yet their passion for youth voice allowed them to make themselves
available to help. Thank you one and all:
Name
Dale
Steph
Gail
Len
Michael
Frank
Bernie
Kelly
Jenny
Nathan
Trev
Dylann
Sophie
Lynn
Elysia
Thompson
Jade
Aaron

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Wilkinson
Hann
Maywood
Wyhoon
Thomas
Moore
Mahoney
Johnson
Danslow
Delaney
Wyhoon
Hunt
Feint
Harvey
Major
Jason
Elliott
Wardle

Branch
Vic
Vic
Vic
Vic
Vic
Vic
Vic
SA
Qld
Vic
Vic
SA
ACT
Tas
ACT
ACT
NSW
NSW
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YAKKERY TEAM
The Yakkery Team consisted of Venturers and Rovers from across Australia, most of whom had
had no contact with National personnel or issues before. However their enthusiasm for what we
were trying to achieve, and their ability to get into the spirit of the activity – as well their
willingness to provide extra support to the National Team in the National HQ Tent – was
outstanding. I cannot thank them enough.
They were:
Name
Jade
Trevor
Rebecca
Charlotte
Anita
Evelyn
Timothy
Audrey
Benjamin
Michael
Scott
Nichole
David
Johnathan
Shane
Elysia
Chris

Elliott
Wyhoon
Redmond
Baker
Debelle
Heal
Beaver
Brown
Fowles
Hall
Stickland
Strudwick
Busher
Morey
Troyahn
Major
Malam
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Branch
National
Vic
SA
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
ACT
Qld
NT
WA
Qld
WA
NSW
Qld
ACT
ACT

Role
* Yakkery manager
Rover
*Jade’s backup
Rover
Leader
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Venturer
Rover
Rover
Venturer
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SPECIAL GUESTS
The following special guests attended the formal presentation of recommendations from the Scout
Senate on Thursday 14th January, 2010.
Name
Major General Michael Jeffery AC CVO MC
Mr Reg Williams RFD
Mr David Jones OAM

Position

Formation

President
Chief Commissioner
Chairman

Mr John Clarke

National Commissioner
Youth Program
National Project
Commissioner - Rover
Review
Chair
Vice Chair
Chair
Youth Forum, Program
Directorate
Chief Commissioner & Camp
Chief

Scouts Australia
Scouts Australia
National Executive Committee,
Scouts Australia
Scouts Australia

Mr Graeme Fordham AM
Miss Jade Elliott
Mr Nathan Delaney
Miss Sophie Feint
Mr Aaron Wardle
Mr Grant De Fries
Mr Bob Taylor
Ms Lyn Harvey
Mr Phil Crutchley
Mrs Joan Dillon
Mrs Carolyn Corkindale
Mr Pieter van der Kamp
Mr Rob Fredericksen

Chief Commissioner
Chief Commissioner
State Commissioner Scouts
BC Scouts
BC Scouts
BC Scouts
BC Scouts

Ms Deb Taylor
Mr Daniel Smith

on behalf of BC Scouts
Training & Development
Officer

Mrs Jenny Danslow
Mr Cameron Whillas
Mr John Doidge
Mr Steve Tyas

Contingent Leader
Contingent Leader
National Adviser – NYC and
Youth Forums

Scouts Australia

National Youth Council
National Youth Council
National Rover Council
Jamboree Organising
Committee
New South Wales Branch &
Jamboree Organising
Committee
Victorian Branch
Tasmania Branch
New South Wales Branch
Victorian Branch
South Australian Branch
Queensland Branch
Australian Capital Territory
Branch
Western Australia Branch
National Rover Council
Queensland Contingent
Victorian Contingent
Northern Territory Contingent
Scouts Australia
Various Jamboree Troops

Jamboree Troop Leaders

Apologies were received from
Miss Emma Barker
Mr Vern Casey
Mrs Shanna Hanson
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International Commissioner
BC Scouts
Marketing and
Communications Officer

Scouts Australia
Western Australian Branch
National Office, Scouts Australia
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APPENDIX 1 – PROGRAM PLANS
Youth Forums & Scout Senate Program – January 2010
Day 1
Mon 4

Opening
Ceremony

Day 2
Tue 5

Day 3
Wed 6

Sub Camp
1, 2 & 3
Briefing

Sub Camp
4&7
Briefing

7pm –
8pm

7pm –
8pm

Day 4
Thu 7

Day 5
Fri 8

Day 6
Sat 9

Sub Camp
6 & 10
Briefing

-

7pm –
8pm

Location For All Sessions:

Future
Scout &
Open
Day

Day 7
Sun 10
Sub
Camp
1, 2 & 3
Forum

Day 8
Mon 11
Sub
Camp
4&7
Forum

Day 9
Tue 12
Sub
Camp
6 & 10
Forum

7pm –
9pm

7pm –
9pm

7pm –
9pm

Day 10
Wed 13

Day 11
Thu 14

-

Scout
Senate
9am-5pm
Closing
Ceremony

The Yakkery Tent
The Mall
Sub Camp 8

EVENING BRIEFING SESSIONS
7pm – 8pm
(1 hour max.)
Jan 5, 6, 8
80 – 100 Scouts at each session
Scouts should check-in as they arrive.

Write up preset topics on butchers paper ahead of time.
Guideline Sheet on chairs
Make 10 groups – need 10 facilitators per session!
Print check-in list

Introductions
Self
Jade / Aaron
Facilitators
National Team
• Reg or John to speak briefly
Other adults in the room at the time.
Forum purpose and significance of youth input.
need for a youth perspective
Scouts’ important role
Forum Big Picture
Scout Forum next week
Scout Senate (input from Forums and
Yakkery)
Representation
Guidelines sheet
This is a National forum. (not local!) (some
topics are off limits)
Creative thinking
no such thing as a stupid idea
discussions lead to new ideas
Discussion topics
Pre Written Topics intro
Your topics

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

o
Process of collecting them
Role of the facilitator (incl interference,
recording correctly)
Break into small groups with Facilitator (10
minutes)
Intro each other
Brainstorm passionate topics
Rank top 3
Return to Yakkery
Share and record on butchers paper top 3
from each group.
Sort into broad topics as we go.
Remind Scouts about preset topics.
Vote for top 5. Each person has 3 votes to
allocate as he/she wishes
Forum
chosen
-

Process
Date and Time
Talk to fellow scouts about the topics
Be prompt
Make sure you have dinner first!

FACILITATOR DEBRIEF
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EVENING FORUM SESSIONS
Jan 10, 11, 12
7pm – 9pm
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-allocate groups before session based on turn-up to briefing.
Look to mix gender, sub camp, contingent.
10 groups
Prepare Senate letter for nominated Senate delegates
Prepare Certificates

7.00pm

Arrival and registration

7.10pm

Welcome Back, Thank You
Topic Reminder
Process
Senate reminder
Discussion Group formation
Informal Introduction amongst groups with Facilitator

7.20pm

Each group to make a quick priority list of topics
Then work through each topic in priority order.
Aim to complete 3 out of 5 minimum.
Suggest “think, pair, share” approach.
Looking to get solutions to problems
To complete them all, need to do one every 15 minutes.

8.40pm

Small groups asked to nominate one Scout for the Senate.
Whole group to vote for 4 delegates

8.55pm

Presentation of Certificates by NCC and NCYP

9.00pm

Finish and Scouts Depart
Senate Scouts – explain Senate day and distribute information sheet.

FACILITATOR DEBRIEF
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SCOUT SENATE DAY

Thursday 14th January 2010
Program
9.00am

Arrival and Registration

9.05am

Welcome

9.15am

Discussions & Working Through Input from Evening Forums
Drinks Available for Morning Tea

11.15am

Each Topic Group to present overall concepts they have prepared to the whole
group to ensure they have the message correct.
Everyone then has the opportunity to give input and ask questions.

12.00pm

Groups continue working, including writing recommendations using Word template

1.30pm

Lunch

2.00pm

Finalisation of Reports
Presenters prepare speeches
Print Reports
Change into uniform

2:30pm

Presentation Rehearsal

3:30pm

VIPs Arrive
Afternoon Tea for all

4.00pm

Scout Senate Presentation of Recommendations
Response from NCC and/or NCYP
Thank You & Certificate Presentation

5:00pm

Close & Group Photo

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX 2 – PRE ALLOCATED TOPICS
Key Topics

1

2

3

4

What do you think of Rovers?
The Rover section is being reviewed to make them an even better section to
be a part of. So, what do Scouts think of Rovers?
• What do you think Rovers do?
• Is Rovers something you want to do later on? Why?
• What do you think will be the best thing about being a Rover?
• What would make Rovers more interesting for you?
• What sort of things do you think Rovers should be doing?
• Do you have a Rover Crew near you?
The Patrol System
• What do you know about the Patrol System? What does it mean?
What does it involve?
• How well does your home troop run the Patrol System?
• Do you have a regular troop council?
• Do you camp in patrols? Do you run patrol activities?
• How do you select PLs and APLs?
• What level of input do you have in the running of your troop and
patrol?
• How could we make sure the Patrol System works well in all troops?
International Scouting
International Scouting is not just about travelling overseas. You can
enhance your Troop Program (and complete more badgework) by
incorporating International Scouting.
• Did you know we are a part of a worldwide family of 30 million
Scouts?
• You could run an overnight JOTI/JOTA event any time of the year.
• You can apply to get an international Scouting Pen Pal.
• You could run an international themed night.
• How can we promote international Scouting program ideas to
Troops?
• What sort of international Scouting should be available to Australian
Scouts?
• How can we promote international Scouting opportunities to
Scouts?
Jamborees
• Are you enjoying the Jamboree? Why?
• What are the compulsory things about Jamborees that should never
change?
• What could make a Jamboree an even better event?
• Queensland is hosting the next Jamboree. What would you like the
organisers to know about running a good Jamboree?
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Minor Topics
After The Jamboree
• Why do so many scouts quit after a Jamboree?
• What needs to happen to keep Scouts in a troop after a Jamboree?
• What excites you about joining Venturers? What are your fears about joining Venturers? Will you join?
• What needs to happen to ensure you join Venturers after a Jamboree?
Jamboree Patrol Leaders Handbook
• Have a look at our first draft of a PLs Handbook.
• Does it include all the important things you believe are needed?
• What are the issues that a PL needs to be prepared for?
• What would you tell every patrol leader at the next Jamboree if you could?
• What would make a PL’s job easier?
National Web Sites
• Have you been to www.scouts.com.au?
• What do you believe should be on the National Website?
• What do you believe should be on the Scout section part of the National Website?
• How do you think Scouts Australia should use websites like MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and
others?
Environment and Community
Scouting has an element of service to the community and environment, reflected in the Scout Method, our Aims &
Principles, Award Schemes, Law, Promise, and Program.
• What services can we, as Scouts, do for the Community and the Environment?

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX 3 – JOC DATABASE SPECIFICATIONS FOR YOUTH FORUMS
Spec for Youth Forum additions to AJ2010 Database
21st January 2009
Steve Tyas
National Adviser – NYC & Youth Forums
Tel. 0424 594 432
Email: nyc.adviser@scouts.com.au
Description: The National Scout Youth Forum will be held over a number of evening and day
sessions at the 2010 Australian Jamboree. It will involve up to 100 Scouts. Delegates are to be
nominated via one of three methods:
• A number will be nominated by each Branch during the year prior to the Jamboree (2009).
• Each Jamboree troop will nominate one representative (JTLs to coordinate).
• Any members of the National Youth Council who are attending the Jamboree as a Scout will
also be invited.
Although JTLs will be encouraged to select their nominations prior to the event (such as at
Jamboree pre camps), I expect the majority to be nominated once the Jamboree has begun.
The Forum sessions will be conducted in Sub Camp groupings. There will be a final session held
involving representatives from each Branch and each Sub Camp. This final session will be known
as the Forum Senate.
Fields
Name
Delegate’s Personal
Details
Gender
Sub Camp No.
Troop Number
Home Scout Troop
Delegate
Nomination Type
Senate

Description / Purpose
Existing information such as names, addresses, email, contingent…

Access
Read Only

So the balance of gender can be monitored.
For grouping up of forum sessions.
So they can be found!
It’s nice to address mail to them as members of their Troop.
Yes/Reserve/No
Branch / AJ Troop / NYC / Other / [blank]
Yes/No/Reserve/[blank]

Read Only
Read Only
Read Only
Read/Write ??
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write

Reports
Full Delegate List sorted by Contingent
Full Delegate List sorted by Sub Camp
Full Delegate List sorted by Nomination Type
List Of Senate Reps sorted by Sub Camp
AJ Troops without reps.
Reserve Delegates

Need to be able to export data for mail merges, also.
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Users
Name
Role
Stephen Tyas
Youth Forum Coordinator
Aaron Wardle
JOC Youth Forum Liaison (Program Directorate)
A representative from each Branch who will enter details of nominated Scouts from their Branch. This may
be BC Scouts or Contingent Leader or some other nominated representative. Names to be advised.

Delegates from each Troop will be entered by myself or one of my team (unless JTLs will have access to the
system).

APPENDIX 4 – JAMBOREE MANUAL AND HANDBOOK ENTRIES
JAMBOREE MANUAL

5.5 Youth Forums
The Jamboree Youth Forums program involves three essential elements:
• The Yakkery;
• Sub Camp Youth Forums; and
• Scout Senate
5.5.1.The Yakkery
The Yakkery will be located in the central Mall and open from 9am to 5pm daily. As part of the
Jamboree Award, all patrols will visit the Yakkery where they will be met by National Youth
Council representatives. Through various games and activities, Patrols will be introduced to a
range of topics that will be discussed at the Youth Forums. From here they will be issued with
computer access codes that will allow them to record a video response on a topic of their
choice on one of the Yakkery computers located at Sub Camp Frat tents throughout the
Jamboree. The use of computers provides a new and exciting way of allowing patrols to
express their opinions on these issues, and selected entries will be shown at the Closing
Ceremony and added to the Jamboree DVD. The Yakkery will also provide an opportunity for
Scouts to submit comments or suggestions on the running of the Jamboree that will be given
directly to the current and future Jamboree Organising Committees.
5.5.2.The Sub Camp Youth Forums
The Sub Camp Youth Forums will be conducted during the evenings at the Yakkery tent. Each
Troop will send one representative to attend their respective Sub Camp Youth Forum. Three
briefing sessions will be held during the first week (7PM to 8:30PM on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday) to allow participants to prioritise the discussion topics and to meet the other
delegates. During the second week, these delegates will return (7PM to 9PM Sunday,
Tuesday and Wednesday) to discuss and debate the most important topics chosen at the
briefing sessions. All ideas and suggestions will be collated, and a small number of volunteers
from each Youth Forum will be chosen to attend the Scout Senate.
5.5.3.The Scout Senate
The Scout Senate is a full day activity conducted on the final day of the Jamboree. Scouts
nominated at each of the Sub Camp Youth Forums will be joined by previously selected
Branch representatives to collate the ideas and suggestions received throughout the
Jamboree into recommendations and strategies for the future. These recommendations will be
presented to the Chief Commissioner, the National Commissioner for Youth Program, and the
Branch Commissioners for Scouts at a special presentation to be held at the conclusion of the
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day. All Contingent Leaders, and National and Branch Commissioners will be invited to attend
this function.

SCOUT PASSPORT
YAKKERY
Got something to say about Scouting? Well, here’s your chance! Drop into the Yakkery – in the
mall. Discuss your issues and ideas to take Scouting into the future in a BIG way! Help us to
understand what we need to do to make Scouting better for you and your friends. Any immediate
Jamboree issues will be given directly to the Jamboree Organising Committee to be addressed as
soon as possible.
For the first time at any Jamboree, all patrols will be given a computer access code at the Yakkery
so that you can record a short video clip with your comments on one of the topics. Computers will
be located at Sub Camp Frat tents throughout the Jamboree and selected entries will be shown at
the Closing Ceremony.
So whether it is something to make Scouting easier and more enjoyable or something to make
AJ2010 easier or more enjoyable, drop in and tell us what’s on your mind!
The Yakkery will be staffed by members of the Scouts Australia National Youth Council so you will
get to speak to Youth Members about Youth Issues – and maybe even find out a little more about
the National Youth Council too.
YOUTH FORUMS
Every Troop will be represented at the AJ2010 Youth Forums. Not sure who your delegate is?
Speak to your Jamboree Troop Leaders. Want to be a delegate? Make sure your Troop Council
knows you want to nominate yourself to represent their points of view fairly and effectively to the
rest of the delegates.
Each evening, a Youth Forum will be held for a different pair of Sub Camps. There will be notices
in the newspaper and information from your Troop Leader explaining when your Sub Camp’s
forum is. You will get all the information you need at a briefing session for your Sub Camp early in
the Jamboree. Drop into the Yakkery to find out more.
Briefing sessions and the Youth Forums will be held in the Yakkery tent.
SCOUT SENATE
The Scout Senate is a full day activity conducted on the final day of the Jamboree. Scouts
nominated at each of the Sub Camp Youth Forums will be joined by previously selected Branch
representatives to collate the ideas and suggestions received throughout the Jamboree into
recommendations and strategies for the future. These recommendations will be presented to
National Commissioners at the end of the day.

LEADER HANDBOOK
YAKKERY
The Yakkery will be located in the central Mall and open from 9am to 5pm daily. As part of the
Jamboree Award, all patrols will visit the Yakkery where they will be met by Scouts Australia
National Youth Council and NSW YACS representatives. Through various games and activities,
Patrols will be introduced to a range of topics that will be discussed at the Youth Forums. From
here they will be issued with computer access codes that will allow them to record a video
response on a topic of their choice on one of the Yakkery computers located at Sub Camp Frat
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tents throughout the Jamboree. The use of computers provides a new and exciting way of allowing
patrols to express their opinions on these issues, and selected entries will be shown at the Closing
Ceremony and added to the Jamboree DVD. The Yakkery will also provide an opportunity for
Scouts to submit comments on suggestions on the running of the Jamboree that will be given
directly to current, and future, Jamboree Organising Committees.
YOUTH FORUMS
The Sub Camp Youth Forums will be conducted during the evenings at the Yakkery tent.
Jamboree Troop Leaders must ensure that one Scout from each Troop is selected to attend
their respective Sub Camp Youth Forum.
These Scouts will attend briefing session during the first week (7PM to 8:30PM on Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday) to allow each participant to prioritise the discussion topics and to meet the
other delegates. Each Troop will receive an official invitation confirming the date of their nominated
session. During the second week, these delegates will return (7PM to 9PM Sunday, Tuesday or
Wednesday) to discuss and debate the most important topics chosen at the briefing sessions. All
ideas and suggestions will be collated, and a small number of volunteers from each Youth Forum
will be chosen to attend the Scout Senate.
SCOUT SENATE
The Scout Senate is a full day activity conducted on the final day of the Jamboree. Scouts
nominated at each of the Sub Camp Youth Forums will be joined by previously selected Branch
representatives to collate the ideas and suggestions received throughout the Jamboree into
recommendations and strategies for the future.
Representatives will need to arrive at the Yakkery tent in the Central Mall in full Scout uniform by
9am. Lunch will be supplied in the VIP Function Tent, and all participants will return to their
campsite by 5:30pm. Your cooperation in supporting the Scouts attending this important event is
much appreciated!
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FUTURE JAMBOREES
This topic was discussed at the Yakkery as well as at the Scout Senate. Scouts were prompted with
the following information & questions:
The next Jamboree is being hosted by Queensland. What would you like the organisers to know
about running a good Jamboree?
•
•
•

Are you enjoying this Jamboree? Why?
What are the compulsory things about Jamborees that should never change?
What could make a Jamboree an even better event?
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE

The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
FUTURE JAMBOREES

Group Members: Katherine Ritchie, Joshua Farr, Quinten Hall, Grant Hamsey, Nick Chan and
Codey Swadling.
Background:
This topic is a major part of the organization of the Jamboree, giving help to the JOC to improve
the jamboree for future events/camps. This recommendation outlines the following: food
supplies, activities, leader’s welfare, night entertainment, JNN, Jamboree Gear and Market days.
Summary of Discussions:
Food
Off-site
The offsite food was not refrigerated for the condition resulting in it being warm and unhealthy.
On-site
The onsite food was repetitive and boring, the participants experienced many pasta dishes and
were unhappy with packaged scrambled eggs and mashed potatoes.
Activities
Off-site
Participants experienced long queues at many offsite activities and were often given unclear
instructions. Also some offsite activities became boring or were not interactive.
Onsite
Participants were often waiting in queues and did not like the selection process for the
Adventurous Activities. Many onsite activities did not have enough allocated time to get the full
enjoyment.
Free Time Activities
Overall the Participants enjoyed the free time activities but the activities were was not displayed
on the maps provided. The Yakkery activity needed more relevant topics (example: Venturers
rather than Rovers). The Kaleidoscope was fun although it seemed to center on recruitment,
which became boring.
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Future Activities
Some future activities were considered by the representatives for the Queensland Jamboree such
as driving school and smashing cars.

Timetabling
The troops liked doing the activities together which was better than individual patrol activities.
Leaders Welfare
It was discussed that all leaders should be given days off as well as the opportunity to participate
in the activities at special times (such as night time). It was proposed that it would be better to cut
costs for leaders by fundraising on a large scale, as well as having a briefing before jamboree to
help them to communicate with scouts under the conditions. It was discussed that training should
be given at activity bases. It was also stated that there should be more activities for leaders as well
as keeping the leader ‘refreshments’.
Night Entertainment
The senate discussed that the entertainment should be age appropriate. In relation to the bands,
they should be well known and popular, this may be through sponsorship or the publicity of
community service. The entertainment could be ex-scouts, as they may be more likely to perform.
The carnival night was discussed, with the queues being long and as such more rides should have
been present.
JNN
The JNN was discussed with the decision there should be no puppets on JNN TV, although the
mascot of ‘E-moo’ was enjoyed by the majority of scouts. The JNN radio was outlined as repetitive
although was good for informing scouts on what is happening around the site.
Jamboree Gear
It was outlined that the New South Wales, Victorian and Queensland contingent gear was good.
The Jamboree backpack was a good idea, although it was of poor quality. The hats were also of
poor quality as well as undesirable. It was recognized a head torch would be good within the
jamboree kit and the jamboree award could be a compass.
Market Day
It was recognized that the visitors and leaders were not given money on market day, not allowing
them to participate in the activities held. The market day was not in a centralized location making
it difficult for people to find all the stalls and to get around easily. The Venturers being offsite was
good as was the pre-registering of visitors. The market day could be improved with visitors
coming on different days and the sub camps being staggered throughout the day.
Recommendations:
The delegates of National Scout Forums and Senate 2010 recommend that:
•

In relation to food:
o The offsite supply should be handed directly to the offsite activities and distributed to
scouts once there. This would include refrigeration ensuring for better, healthier lunches.
o Another alternative is scouts are given a food voucher to purchase food at an outlet
o Scouts could also make food in troop lines and transport it in a cooler bag with a frozen
fruit box, or similar.
o The onsite food needs to have more variety, without the repetition of some food types
(example: pasta dishes). It should all easy to prepare, although scouts would prefer not to
use as much pre-packaged food.
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•

In relation to activities:
o Clear instructions should be given to all scouts when beginning the activity.
o When going offsite to public attractions the place should be closed to the general public
o The booking system should be removed and rather pre-allocated activities should be given
upon arrival.
o More time needs to be allocated to onsite activities in order for the activity to be completed
well and to the best of the participant’s ability.
o All activities are marked on the map, to reduce confusion of the location of various
activities.

•

Night entertainment should be age appropriate for scouts with popular bands playing. This might
be done through sponsorships, encouraging ex-scouts to play or the encouragement through the
good publicity of the band’s community service. For future movie nights, popular and recent
movies should be shown to cater for a wider audience.

•

In relation to leaders:
o All leaders should be given a minimum of two days off, in order to help with stress levels
and the amount of sleep.
o Leaders should have the opportunity to participate in specialized leader activities at night
time.
o Fundraising should be taken out at a National level in order to cut costs for leaders
attending the Jamboree.
o Leaders should have a briefing before the Jamboree in order to learn about the activities as
well as how to communicate with scouts under the Jamboree conditions.
o Leaders should be given their own relaxing areas as well as nights off.

•

JNN radio should not be repetitive and should have more variety in the music which is played. JNN
TV should be more widely broadcasted both around the site and online. JNN TV should show less of
the advertising videos and more of the actual television creations. JNN daily, the newspaper, should
be published on the day it is written as well as having better photographs and articles based on fact
not opinions.

•

The jamboree gear should be of a higher quality and the design of the hat should be more appealing
to the younger audience at which it is aimed. The jamboree kit could also include a head torch.

•

On market day all cubs, leaders and visitors should receive jamboree market day money. The stalls
should be in one centralized, easy to reach location and there should be more control over the
activities to check for their appropriateness for the scouting section. Visitors could be staggered
over many days, with only joeys and cubs coming on market day, this would reduce the number of
people onsite in one day.
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SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THE YAKKERY
Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
1. There is no doubt that the majority of patrols were thoroughly enjoying their Jamboree
experience. Their quips about ‘testing their limits’ were, well, limitless! The slogan itself
was generally regarded as a good one by the Scouts.
2. It is apparent that a key part of Jamborees for Scouts is the social opportunities. This
appears to be the underlying reason for consistent comments about the lack of free time
available, that free time is not really free time, that they don’t want to have to do
everything in patrols, that curfews should be later, and that Scouts should be allowed to get
up later. Some suggest that each day’s timetable could be pushed back by an hour to better
suit this need.
3. The opportunity to be away from their parents was a big reason for going to a Jamboree. (A
number of Scouts suggested an extended Jamboree… Could this be to get away from
parents for longer? Naturally, some also suggested a Jamboree during school term time!)
4. Jamboree food was criticised in three ways. 1) There was no variety in lunches. 2) Special
needs meals were not well catered for. 3) The powdered scrambled egg was not acceptable
to many patrols. Beyond those three consistent points, there was generally no criticism
about the food, and in fact there was some positive statements too.
5. Scouts felt that the cost of food at the shops was too high. Many believed that all food
should be provided as part of the Jamboree cost, including shop snacks between main
meals.
6. Scouts liked the provided merchandise, except the hat and the quality of the back pack. The
hat’s style was consistently unpopular with Scouts. A bucket hat was suggested by some as
a good alternative. Many patrols stated that having a hat was still a compulsory
requirement for a Jamboree, however.
7. Activities were a big hit at the Jamboree. No activity was consistently singled out as being a
worse experience than others, although a few felt that history-based activities were not of
interest. The water slide on hot days was a winner. Suggestions for future Jamborees
included having an onsite pool or lake that can be accessed any time, beach trips, theme
park trips (this was a very common suggestion for Queensland), as well as activities that
Scouts knew from recent Jamborees such as driver training and bashing cars. Of course,
some want more mud activities, some less; some want more full-on activities, and some
want less.
8. Emoo was a hit. As was JNN (especially the radio).
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9. Although the Jamboree site was considered by most as a good one, many commented on
the long distances they had to walk, and various suggestions for cross-campsite transport
were put up.
10. Evening entertainment was a hot topic at the Yakkery. Scouts consistently said they would
like to see well known bands perform. They felt Rock Night was too alternative and not
pure rock, for instance. They liked the alternatives that the mini arena provided, and some
commented favourably on Jamboree Idol. Some suggested that the Opening Ceremony
could have been more upbeat, have more fireworks, and go for longer with known bands.
11. Scouts regularly raised concerns about the amenities. Problems included: blocked toilets,
dirty facilities, cold water in showers, and holes or gaps in dividers between male and
female facilities.
12. Scouts understand health and hygiene issues and support the need to maintain existing
rules about hand washing, cleaning plates, sanitizer, Sunsmart, drinking water, etc. They
are somewhat puzzled by ‘no hugging’ rules, however.
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about Jamborees.
Responses have been grouped into broad areas for easier analysis.
WHAT SCOUTS ENJOYED ABOUT THE JAMBOREE
Freetime is good
Good meeting new people and new places.
the vibe is good...
What makes it fun is all the things you can do.
Good because of the badge trading
Everything, meeting new people, offsite activities,
Likes: opening ceremony, lots of people, being with friends
and meeting new friends
Badge swapping is good
No parents
Likes the Frat tent because of the computers and can hang
out and chill
Yes because of activities, friends, concerts
VIC giving free fairy floss
Yes! Its awesome!
Yes, make new friends
Its been wicked
No parents
Meeting new people
Opening ceremony was great
Yes – fun, free food, awesome, meeting new people, new
experience, pool, independence, activities
The activities are fun
Yes because its different from home
Good – Endurance has been excellent – need more activities
like this. Good teamwork. Food has been good and filling and
in the correct amounts.
Good activities are the laser skirmish and Jamberoo. There is
no one good on at the concerts and no TV. Like the
Jamboree because of the activities and because I’m out of
Nambour!
Has been non-stop fun
Challenge Valley was good.
good bands
JNN – all
Ice cream
Sydney Tour
Enjoying the Jamb – better than being at home, lots to do,
meet new people, can have fun, ‘ghosting’ (following) people.
Fun
Activities
No parents
Good food (except the egg)
Bands,
Fun
Meeting International people
Trust in Patrols
Friendships
Jamberoo and other activities
Still heaps to do!
Learning
Having fun and being with friends
Independence
Free food
Yakery
E-moo
Jamboree newspaper and JNN
Free hugs
Opening ceremony
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Visiting Sydney
Like E-moo – have even more E-moo.
Enjoying everything except the bus ride.
Like the BMX’s.
Like the High Ropes and Water Slides
Good: activities, crispy cream donuts, rides, meeting new
people, trading badges, layout of the site
Like: rock night, stalls, camping, free hugs, sleeping,
jamboree idol, badge swapping, water activites
Yes we are enjoying the jamboree
Jamboree is fun: concerts, activities (challenge valley, laser,
Yakkery), frat tent (less lines, volume, food, JNN sauce
Bad = not enough skill, food is always the same (eg, lunch),
snacks are too expensive, not enough free time, pay phones
are hard to use
Good = the night activites, other activities
Good = making new friends, no parents
Like: making new friends, no parents, food, some of the
activities
Like meeting new people, meet old friends, exciting
activities, night activities, have heard of Blue Juice, the arena
activities ie. Jamberoo
Good – fun, activities – water based, shops are good, free
time, phones good, badges
Water slide is good, Jamberoo, Breakfast, need better hats,
rock up to all activities, no discussion boards
Making friends, city tour, main activities, swapping badges,
carnival night, hospitality
Jamboree is cool
Both elmore and cataract are equal strengths and
weaknesses
JNN, main arena, suno wrestling – best
Better than state rally
Australian village was good because heaps to do. Acting.
Would come back here – yes
Fun activities. Good band
Good – internet, free food, badge trading, water and mud, no
parents, blue juice, big slide, carnival, earth boy, city tour,
Jamberoo
Like – its fun, teasing leaders, free internet, cards
Heaps cool
Good – Fun, onsite activities, offsite, layout, that you have to
visit some places, subcamps, badges
Like – activities, Jamopoly, ceremonies, patrol meal swap, ID
tags, dog tags
Like – good activities, food, badge swapping, things to buy,
adventurous activities
Like – activities – challenge valley (need mud), food
Like – challenge valley – more mud, water activities,
Jamberoo – more time there would be good
Like – waterslide, krispy crème, rock night, eating/seconds,
activities
Like: Sleep, bands, food
Like: activites, laser skirmish, mud, mail, phone calls, hugs,
free stuff, bags, food
Like: water activities, Jamberoo, JNN, mud, taping people to
chairs
Like: waterslide, JNN, circus, endurance
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Like: outings, Jamberoo/offsite activities, activities (testing
limits and doing different stuff), less adults = independence
x2, meeting new people
Like: activities, free time, sleep, the people, the tricks that
the venturers do, free food at the Victorian contingent
Good = lots things you cant do anywhere else,
Like: concerts, mosh pits, Jamberoo, activities, meeting new
people, badge swapping, JNN
Good: meeting new people, more opportunities
Good = activities, space
Enjoying jamboree except for orienteering
Good = friends, freedom, activities (canoeing/water
activities), food
Likes: friends, activities, food, fairyfloss, freedom, lots of
activities, no time to get bored, brings people from lots of
places, badge swapping, jamberoo
Love Jamboree – fun activities, no family, more freedom,
‘cool’, in a new place, meeting new people, Bluejuice, Frat
Tern, around people your own age
I like making new friends, free food, some of the camp food
is okay, finding money on the ground
Like – having freedom, meeting new people
Like – the ‘test your limits’ theme.
Like – the shows and the tents.
Like – the Contingent gallery, ping-pong tables, the Mall,
badges.
Like – clown college, SA HQ, Crispy Cremes
Like – waterslide, Jamopoly
Like – able to eat junk food, own newspaper and radio
Activities
Meeting new people
Food
Toilets
International scouts
Badge swapping
Frat tent
Challenge valley
Jamberoo
Skill village
Water slides
Market day
New friends
Meeting new people
Good food
Free time
Activities
International scouts
Water slide
Meeting new people
The girls
Trying new things
The boys
The boys trying to be girls
Little Britain quotes
New friends
Activities
Off site activities
Endless party!
Trying new stuff
Meeting new people
Especially the internationals
FOOD
Activities
Vic con
Freedom
Freebies
People
Computers
Air conditioning
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Market day
Jamberoo
Activities
Endurance
Waterslide
Contingent HQ’s
New friends
JNN
Meeting people
The activities
Free time
Sleeping
Food
Water activities
Circus
Challenge valley
Adventurous activities
New friends
No parents
Lolly pops
Time with friends
Mangos
Activities
Ice cream
Fruit salad
JNN
Mini market
Friendly people
Making new friends
Listening to the radio
Freedom
JNN Sauce
Activities
Camping
Water slide
Away from parents
Friends
Its long
Other countries visiting
Meeting new people
Jamberoo
JAMOPOLY
Exploring the site
Market day
national tent
new friends
People
Activities
Food
Set up
Close
Chicks
Entertainment
Curfew
Badge swapping
Climate
Hi 5
Activities
Free hugs
QLD
Going out of the site
Police
Internet cafe
Fire dept
Ambulances
Shops
Giant swing
Free time
Sleep
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Water slide
Sydney
Jamboree
Jnn
Water activities
Metting new peeps
Being independent
jamboroooooo
penpals
endurance
circus
skills village
caving
challenge vally
motor bike show
idol
disco night
id tags
no parents
City tour
Jamberoo
Away from parents
Bus trip
Challenge valley
Laser Skirmish

Skateboard
Food
Activities
Cheese Cake
Police
Contingent HQ
Apple Pie, Custard, Ice cream
Friends, new people
Getting wet
JNN Sauce
JNN Radio 103.7
Market day
Guitar music
Blue Juice
Waterslide
Rock night
Hot girls/boys
Badges and swapping
Concerts
Away from Home
Opportunities
Caving
Like hanging out with friends

WHAT SCOUTS BELIEVE SHOULD NEVER CHANGE BETWEEN JAMBOREES.
Very detailed map
Shops are good
Activities (flying fox), badge swapping, hat pins
Off site activities are good
Troop format – merging
Away from home
Meet new people
Shops need to stay
Some activities should never change
Enjoy the gateway competition
Things to stay: Opening ceremony,radio station, tv and
making own videos, amount of people-huge!, meeting
international scouts
Toilets are good
We enjoy the activities and entertainment
Trading badges
Skate boarding, lazer skirmish
JNN radio is fun and kool
Activities, longer camp
Water slides
Opening ceremony ACDC
Hygiene + funness
HQ should stay
The size is good
Having to have showers
Water slide
Keep the hat rule
Curfew shouldn’t change – standard time, keep going off in
patrols
Keep activities, challenge valley, more mud, hats (change
hats though), keep curfew but make later
Being with friends, red cordial
Bands, ceremonies, sunsmart not change
Keep collared shirts, tags, activities, hats
Having to always wear hats, always water activities
Cleaning and washing
Some policy should stay, good location, badge swapping
Dont change wearing scout uniform to opening ceremonies
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Duty patrol is good
Layout is good
ID tags a good idea because we need it.
On site toilets!!
Washing hands.
Scouts
Badges
Freebies
Hugs
Compulsory – red cord minimum, no maximum age, curfew
at 10:30pm.
People
Activities – water activities, contingents.
Contingents
Yakery
Donuts.
Food
Name tags but better
Collared shirts
Contingent shirts
Wrist bands
Free stuff
Internet cafe but more computers.
Camp rules
Clothes/gear
Good food
Mud activities
Jamopoly at the Yakery
Shows and the Opening Ceremony
Like that it is a bit relaxed.
Market Day
Duty Patrols
Main arena
Freebies at Contingent HQ
Foreign scouts.
Like working towards a goal through the passport.
Keep the Buddy System and the Sun-smart policy for safety
and health
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Compulsory = concerts, pioneer badge requirement, badge
swapping, market day
Compulsory things should be: endurance, contingents, no
free hugs!
Compulsory things: opening/closing ceremony, free hugs,
hand sanitiser (but make more available/in more places)
Compulsory things are: hats, off site activities, free food,
buggies for kids, no powdered EGG
Compuls – hand sanitiser and soap, challenge valley, water
activities, relaxation area – frat tent/more local, hot water in
showers
Keep : JNN, water activites, less act. In passports, long walks
(closer and inconvenient), great to meet up with heaps of
people, variety in food (especially lunch), communication of
info
Shouldnt change: showers, food, night activities, freedom at
night, international contingent

Keep: Rides, entertainment, friends, randoms, only
Awesome contingents, everything
We should keep adventurous activities, wearing hats, ID
tags, Brownsea Island, Venturer Activities, Challenge Valley,
sun safety, hygiene, Yakkery, Jamboree Award, Badge
Trading, Frat Tents – standard across all tents (same
activities)
Keep – water skirmish at Endurance, Australiana Village
(candles), JNN Media.
Keep – allow Scouts to go sightseeing, JNN, free hugs, fairy
floss.
Like – the internet cafe, Aussie cafe, Mini arena,
Keep – carnival, court (Australiana Village), laser skirmish.
Like – birthday parties
Make hot water available
JNN paper
Activities
Venturers

WHAT SCOUTS THINK THE QUEENSLAND ORGANISERS SHOULD CHANGE OR IMPROVE.
Move life entertainment
10.30 bed time is too early: don’t need to be back for supper.
Later curfew would be good
More shops and staff to make shorter lines
Nike Stands...
More ATMs/ shops for less waiting times
EFTPOS in shops
Change activities taking into account the weather.
Yakkery rocks!
make the air activities free
Have water stops around the site.
Arrive when it starts rather than days earlier.
Broader range of souvenirs
More sport events are needed and music.
More meeting opportunities
fitting together of state badges
Non-concrete showers, no gaps, bigger
Less pay for computer time.
Not as many ‘dirty’ activities
Combine states in troops.
Make it during school time
Less walking distance, needs to be shorter.
New aj shirts, needing better colours.
Bigger camp sites
POOLS.
Better food
More sugar in meals
More finger puppets
Fruit loops and custards together
More Q stores and souveneir stalls.
Get bands people have heard of
Drink taps around needed
Make sub camps closer together
When we go to queensland go to the theme parks
Radio nice and big
Better toilets
Fix bus toilets, tents
Better food needed
Improve quality of backpacks
Improve maps
Not having to set up
Mix troops
Dislikes: Waking up, if they put late night acitivites on we
should wake up later
More jamberoos
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Different variety of foods
Organised mosh pit
Phone booths free
More sleep needed and free time
Shorter waiting time
Want better opening ceremony
Choose a place with less trees, but not dusty
Fix vending machines
More water-based activities
More sleep-ins
Less full-on activities
More popular bands
Better bands, shorter opening ceremony
No JNN stuff – too corny
Big free pool, paintball
Can we do quadbiking/go kart (motor)
Camp near a lake (swimming)
More ATMs
More free swap badges
Jamboree go for longer – 12+ days
Not so many late nights
Better looking hats
Concert better supervision
Driving buggies, different hats, better food
Skate park, better leaders, more people
Bikes to ride around
Free aircon
Check weather
More fireworks, no rain
No curfew
Run it like Elmore
Better colour scheme and nice hats
More people/nations
Go to all the theme parks
More signs
Colour coded book
Different place
Free stuff eg fairy floss
More free stuff
No stamping – don’t have as many stamps
Time to become independent
Ways of stopping the heat
Get better water
Don’t have powdered egg
Better frat tents
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Make it feel as if you are in Queensland
Have bungee jumping
Choose own patrol
Bigger arena
Have paintballing at AJ2013
Go karts
Don’t always have salad rolls for lunch
Don’t want to always have to book in
Have more free time stamp activities
Change the camp monopoly game at Brownsea
Don’t have to be in patrols for free time activities
Have more overseas contingents
Have more parent visit days
Longer opening ceremony with better bands
Make Jamboree longer
Better free time activities
Get air con
Go to Gold Coast theme parks
Beach
No angry scout leaders
Go to theme parks, don’t be rednecks
Free time open earlier
More structure
No lakes in toilet blocks
Make next Jambo fun like this one
Consider the weather
Go karts
Better toilets (not blocked) and showers
Knee boarding
Better stuff to do in free time
Better transport
More toilets, separate showers, mapped out campsites, need
side paths
Better food – fresh. Milkshakes, pizza, no bagged food
Better gluten free and vegetarian food
Keep it simple, close, less confusing maps, more swimming
activities, orienteering, more easy
Make things much closer together so we don’t have to walk
as much
Have the QLD Jam on the beach and go to the theme parks
Get the leaders, venturers and rovers that are here early to
put up the tents
Party every night
Do water activities
Need – free icecream, freezer ‘chill out’ room (air-con),
water fights (water pistols) activity, mixed troops and
subcamps, great barrier reef trip
Make leaders clean
More extreme activities
Start activities later, sleep in, late dinner – ie. Push
everything back an hour
Explain booking system for activities more clearly
Prefer bucket hats to broad brimmed
More mud
More room at opening ceremony
Bigger opening ceremony
Less walking
During spring
Should be able to get the Contingent badges from the Frat
Tents.
Should have better people on at the concerts and better
things to buy.
Get better people on the concerts.
Lower speed limits. Motor bikes on Opening/Closing
Ceremony
Get a better band. You should be able to go to the activities
with people you choose.
Better bands.
Sleep in cabins,
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Free internet would be good.
More junk food and lollies.
Sell free drinks and food.
Air conditioning on hot days.
Pool with a diving board.
More free time.
Awesome games
Free food and drink and internet
More outings and more free time to spend with people I
have never met before.
Make the Jamboree cheaper.
More bins.
More bands and more night shows and better fireworks.
Wider range of movies.
Better organisation – less lines.
Better bands.
Cheaper
More Queenslanders
Being bored – need to change attitude, do something or
sleep!
Map – needs more detail
Food should be fresher
Need freebies
Make the newspaper better.
Need better food – no bagged scrambled eggs. More food –
chips, junk food, more variety – not the same lunch every
day. Dinners good. Leaders on same rations.
For Qld – go to Theme parks – take small groups off site
rather than patrols.
Need more entertaining Opening Ceremony. More fireworks.
Qld - Go to the beach and have more games and electronics.
More band variety – eg metal, techno, country, opera.
Later curfew
Camp closer together
Bands
Distances
No powdered egg.
Pool
Air conditioning
Better facilities
Cabins
Better live entertainment.
Theme Parks
Beach
Closer to airport
Big swimming pool
More phone boxes
Less leaders
More shops
Better maps
Go to beach and theme parks.
Keep all the fun stuff and the camping.
Get rid of troop 100, 200, 300 etc.
Have a Rock Night – not random alternative music.
Rock night should only be rock.
More free food
More time at Jamboree but make it cheaper and better
quality.
More E-moo.
Make it “longer. better, faster, stronger, ginormouser”
Have a swimming pool/portable lake and a petting zoo.
Pre jamboree activities.
Cheaper badges
Have a cool room
Have better toilets
Sewing and gold-panning
Keep the radio station.
Need more food between breakfast and lunch and lunch and
dinner.
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Change the wake up time.
Get less ugly hats.
Jamberoo should be closed to the public so the lines are not
as long.
Need air conditioning on the buses.
Phones should be more readily available – should be easier
to use and more of them.
Air conditioning in Frat Tents.
Qld – could go to a sports game, visit Brisbane Lions club, go
up a skyscraper (Q1) and have a surfing activity.
Should have gotten Vegetarian food earlier.
Need better tents
Stop people vandalising things.
Reef trip
No hugs or high fives
Have a shopping day
No patrols.
Keep the skydiver at the Opening Ceremony.
Make things easier to get to.
Have better troop timetable organisation and activity
timetable.
Have a driving cars activity like Elmore
Have Go-Karts
Put clocks around the camp
Card competition
Should be better availability of smaller contingent badges –
ACT, NT, Tas
Safety – tree falling on kid at Endurance
Would like more freedom and a later dinner time.
More Scouts from Tas, NT and Europe.
Would be a better event if the leaders were more relaxed
and had more control over rowdy Scouts.
Qld Jamb – car smashing activity (like SA jamb), snorkelling
Qld Jamb – keep a curfew, watch guy/girl hugging.
Better if no mosh pit and no grounding.
Need better bus transport.
Need: better maps, more free time
Keeps us occupied, things we like. Meet international people,
concerts
Better = more social free time, happy leaders
QLD = right on the beach, not desert, closer together site,
gold coast parks
Improve: longer, different sites, more people, bigger
campsites, more interaction with other groups
Need: more activites, less lines, better bands, more hiking,
more sleep, more mini markets, free internet
To make it better: bigger campsites, more toilets
QLD AJ: lots of shade and lots of places to fill up water,
beach, theme parks
Change = later waking-up hours, more dance parties, always
in patrols
Improve: activities – repetitive, maps – better direction
services, bands we know
Hire out a major theme park at Gold Coast Jamboree
Shouldn’t have had to pre register for visitors day
Changes – Activities patrol based not troop, more activities,
better known bands, shirts on policy, patrols don’t have to
book so early, more off site
More countries, more activities, more toilets
Needs a better layout
Stay – people from overseas, JNN, needed cooler hats, need
cool things, shade, good food, more activities, water skiing,
more water activities
Change – more mud, themed discos, Jamopoly for sale,
different hats, no coloured tshirts, more food stores
Improve – better songs on the radio, more free time
Less rules/security guards
More choice in activities
More free time
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Less passport
Based on good deeds
Good to go longer, more fireworks, more shops
Should have Farmers union iced coffee – SA
Better maps
Change – more dynamic Qstore (same amount regardless of
troop size), hats
Improve – Opening ceremony – faster paced, all adventurous
activities
Improve – Qstore – middle of the subcamp, AJ2010 logo
needs help, ACT badge smaller, contingent badges fit
together
Improve – food – packed lunch
QLD: washing machines, sunscreen points/bays, surfing,
more bins, theme parks, remove sewerage at quieter times,
clocks around site (big ben)
Improve: waking up later, the amount of rides at the
carnival, the rain
Change: later waking up times, more activities, curfew
Improve/Need: everything should be free, need a shuttle bus
for scouts, need submarines, jamborees should be at a ski
resort
Improve/Need: taxis, faster bus services, more shops, more
bands, closer to the city
Improve: amount of food, health system, lining up for the
bus, Yakkery, walking, place
QLD: better tent, actual beds, more variety in food, better
night entertainment (better known), more places to hang
out (beds in frat tents), technology (tv’s in frat tents, internet
access, more comps, powerpoints accessible), visit city
(Brisbane, city tour), theme parks, beach, more recent music
on Jamboree radio (phoneline for requests/walkie-talkies)
Improve: water slide, more off site activities, toilets, more
compact location, more llamas!
Improve/need: transport for scouts, better bands, better
food (and more), more llamas
Need better maps (wher is N? And signs), posting including
“you are here”
Improve: frat tent hours, drinks, how to get your free time,
activities
Improve: onsite transport (ie, between subcamps)
QLD: beach, shade, better toilet facilitie (no gaps between
male and female!), freedom, AJ2010 is a good size
Better – Make it longer & Bigger, invite more people from
overseas, more variety in lunches, no ‘army’ tasting food, no
off chops.
Improve hygiene
QLD Jam – Go to the Gold Coast, more well known bands
(famous), more interactive activities, better payphones,
better fire performer standards, fireworks further away
from crowd, skating  off site, louder speakers for opening
ceremony, change the positioning of the electrical at opening
ceremony, surfing lessons, theme parks, more activities in
combined patrols, join 3 patrols in an activity
Get rid of packed lunches, sickness, tent inspections
I dislike having to do everything as patrol, getting lost at
endurance, long shower lines, mud and walking
We should have more free food, more hot girls, and the tents
should be improved
Improve – decent bands, larger campsites depending on
your troop, more information about all activities.
Changes – more computers in Frat Tents, no pre-packaged
food, less repetitive songs on JNN radio, mark the radio
station on the maps.
The food for purchase should be less expensive, tents are too
cramped, activities are too far apart.
Improve – phones, toilet smell, more bin liners.
Improve – more organised, more explanation of activities.
Should be phones at Frat Tents.
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Dislike – the little amounts of food, dodgy shower heads,
Change – nothing should cost money at the Jamboree – all
included, less walking, mini buses and bus stops around site,
closer/multiple post offices, cost of Jamb, quality of tents.
Have real beds.
Change – more activities, nicer activity leaders, longer eg 15
days, less dusty campsite, more water activities, interactive
shows, carnival week instead of day, no kayaking or
canoeing, longer city tour.
Qld – Noosa, paintball, clay bird shooting, skydiving, surfing,
kite-boarding, body-boarding, shark cage, scouts in golf
buggies, hire bikes.
Improve – no mirrors in bathrooms.
Activities are too long, need more free time.
Like – Vic HQ, other HQ’s.
Improve – better backpacks, offsite lunches could be better.
Add – arcade room, allow people to bring electronic devices
(but don’t recommend it)
Change – onsite transport for Scouts.
Change - $20 instead of $50 from ATM’s, sell contingent
badges earlier, shops should be open longer.
Improve – get rid of loopy Venturers.
Remove the WA Troop badge system.
Main arena should have a DJ every night or a good band.
Should be more rides for everyone at Carnival Night.
Need more cleaners.
Make it more like Elmore 2007, Elmore hats!, more free
things, shouldn’t have to book activities, no history activities.
Need better name tags with our choice of pictures.
Should have Mother (energy drink) at canteen.
Changes for 2013
More water activities
Mix countries in troops
Scout shuttle busses
More games
Free net cafe’s
Make it longer
2.5 weeks
More free time activities
More shade
More offsite activities
Better transport
Theme parks
Beach activities
Mud
More freedom
Better bands
Better bags
Arena
More girls
More activities
Longer
Better catering
Mud
More trees and shade
Better toilet facilities
More phone booths
Opening ceremony
GREEN DAY
Improve catering
Water trucks
Water bombs
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Coffee
Coke
Sleep
Watermelon
Fans
Mini market
Freebies
Skateboarding
Water parks
Water fans
Free time
Atm’s in sub camps
Bucket hats
Better bands
More free time
More bands
Carnival
More water activities
More fans
SHADE
Pay phones that work
Better bands
Better toilets
Muddy water
Food
free food
do what you want
Walking distance
Onsite transport
Different lunch
Toilets
Washing machienes
Super soakers
More games to choose from
Letter boxes
Not having to book activities
Hip hop night
Happyer leaders
Longer sleep times
Choices (individual, not patrol)
More time at Jamboree
Longer activities
Let us drive Golf Cars
Have less compulsory activities
Prices
Water slides (not enough water)
Air conditioning
Toilets, showers
More free stuff
Food
Market day
The shops
Make your own sandwiches
Better things at the main arena
Gross toilets no drainage. Cleaner toilets
Would like to see some different variety of foods.
Toilets need mirrors and are gross.
Need fires!
Needs more lollies
Needs better toilets
get all gear before jamboree starts
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WHAT SCOUTS FELT DIDN’T GO WELL AT THE JAMBOREE.
Hats make you look silly
Too much lettuce...
AJ2007 was better organised with a better layout
Harder to find stuff than 2007.
Too far away from everything
Hats are terrible as are backpacks
Bored at the beginning.
Rain is one downfall.
Hates Hats
Scarf and woggle are to stiff
Boring bus trip
Activities too far away
Dont like how adventurous activities are organised
Activities too far apart
Twelve hour trips
Issues – organisation – getting told false information and
getting sent round in circles.
Opening ceremony was too long and should have had a
better band.
Mean leaders – so don’t keep them up!
Rock night is not alternative rock night (yes there is a
difference) – get Green Day
Not enough sleep – too early starts.
Too much congestion of people around camp.
Bad: campsite size is too small, not enough food, snacks are
expensive, queues are too long, bands
Dislike: rovers, lack of organisation, activities (rubbish, not
enough variety, education)
Dislike: activities – boring, leaders, that we get marquees,
radio songs, the drinks, carnival – clowns, paying to speak to
my family, pre booking to see parents
Bad – curfew too early, not enough rides, too many cubs,
shops not open long enough, troop based, toilets
Food, showers, toilets and bathrooms – Elmore was better in
this
Bad – Don’t have buggy, curfew, clothing restriction, band,
not enough rides, more places to sit down, wider range of
activities, cheaper food, buses too early
Dislike – peas, waking at 5:30, gay hugs, snoring
Dislike – toilets and shower, Jamberoo
Very tiring, could do with a break, not best camp ever 
Bad – no fires, ATM only gives $50, map, toilets
Dislike – bands, campsite
Dislike – City tour – unorganised, eggs packaged, cramped
(need more space), more tomato sauce, lunch, hats and
backpacks
Dislike – duty patrol
Dislike: waking up early, the price of krispy crèmes, duty
patrol, walking
Dislike: waking up early, distances, toilets, waiting for
activities, duty patrol
Dislike: rule (‘No public display of affection’), bees, spiders,
the fact that we have to buy things, cost of things, the
spelling
Dislike: length of the flying fox, higher abseiling, being able
to ride in buggies, waiting in lines, no hugs, not enough sugar
Dislike: not enough sleeping, size of camp (too big), leader,
golf buggies, sickness, feud (no sugar)
Dislike = waking up!, it is cold, water slide, no fire, no
aerosols, ants, bus lines, no llamas
Dislike: everything is not free when it said it was, walking,
too many people, the queues
Dislike = too much free time (but free time isn’t free),
booking is bad, maps, no smashing cars, no driving, bands,
hats
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Dislike = waking up, Brownsea, having to do these extra
activities, finding the Yakkery, some food
Dislike: the weather, site is too spread out, too uptight
leaders
Bad: more buses taking scouts offsite, rations are too small,
toilets, Brownsea
Dislikes: Food, no free hugs, likes, showers, rides, bossy
patrol leaders, grumpy leaders, early mornings
Dislike – some activities are boring (city tour), some people
don’t get along.
Dislike – the bed time and wake up time. People getting sick,
leaking drink bottles, the AJ bags.
Dislike – free time isn’t free.
Dislike – Yakkery, setting up the campsite.
Dislike – Skills Village – boring.
Dislike – having to wear enclosed shoes, broken vending
machines.
Dislike – BMXing, Brownsea.
Dislike – queues, hot buses, waiting
Activities are too short
Dislike – washing clothes in buckets.
Some leaders
Curfew
Some rules
Cave
Too much walking, not all centralised
Toilets not clean
Mineral water
Long waits for activities
Walking
Food
Some activities
Early starts
ONLY 2 WEEKS!!
People who snore
Leaders
Hats
Vegetarian food
Venturers
Heat
The no singlet rule
Dog tags
Passport
Jamboree uniform
Food
No packaged stuff
Fresh food
Less pasta
More variety for breakfast/lunch
No pre-cooked food
Weather
Wide brim hats
Site drainage
Amount of walking
Not enough room
Food
Camping
Activities are too short
Cost
Bands
Yakkery
JNN
Dodgy AJ bag
Curfew
Rude people
Bad food
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Long waits
Walking
Dishes
Washing
Getting up early
Bagged food
Mornings
Frying pans
Toilets
Venturers get better food
Getting up early
Long walks to anything
Free time activities
Hats
Skills village
Early starts
Lines for anything
Bad food
Washing
Contingents running out of badges
Curfew
Different badge prices
Everything is so expensive
$4 for a chiko roll is just uncool
Global warming
6 hrs sleep
Vennies
NSW
Rovers
Grounded
The food we have to eat
Bagged egg
Bed early
No free hugs
Food
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Being away from family
Tents
Toilets
Showers
Duty patrol
Washing
Being in patrol groups the whole time
Spiders
Blue juice
- food
- sleep – can’t sleep in, no sleep
- crowded
- activity all in patrols
- not enough free time
- Brownsea
- no real ‘free time’
- home sick
- not set out well
- still really boring
- buses
Too many people
Food
Bugs, Funnel webs
Everything rip off
Heat
Golf buggies
Distance
Offsite food – eggs, rolls
Cold water showers
PLs, tents
Farts in the tent
Food
Toilet
PL/APL
Patrol
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF ROVERS?
This topic was used at the Yakkery only. Scouts were prompted with the following information &
questions:
The Rover section is being reviewed to make them an even better section to be a part of. So, what
do Scouts think of Rovers?
• What do you think Rovers do?
• Is Rovers something you want to do later on? Why?
• What do you think will be the best thing about being a Rover?
• What would make Rovers more interesting for you?
• What sort of things do you think Rovers should be doing?
• Do you have a Rover Crew near you?
SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THIS TOPIC
Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
1. Scouts believe Rovers can participate in a large variety of activities. Mostly they see them
as adventurous activities and many believe they are activities that Scouts (due to their age)
cannot participate in. (Motor sports came up regularly, for instance.) This aspect is seen by
some as an appealing reason to join Rovers.
2. Scouts know they don’t know much about Rovers. They want to know more. In some cases
they say that knowing more might convince them to join Rovers.
3. Scouts, on the whole, enjoy their interactions with Rovers when they are able to. They
seem to look up to, perhaps idolize, most Rovers. They like it when Rovers help out at
Scouting activities or on Scout nights. (Some mentioned Rovers as Leaders, but this doesn’t
seem to be their main thrust). Many believed Rovers should be teaching younger sections
as part of their responsibilities – including Joeys.
4. However, many Scouts mentioned looking forward to being able to “boss Scouts around”.
This perhaps suggests that this is their experience of interactions with Rovers. Other
negative experiences with Rovers were also reported.
5. Scouts have very strong and clear beliefs about what Rovers should be doing. Adventurous
activities, supporting the Group, promotions, leadership training, role models, having fun,
help or run activities for other sections, community service, and environmental support
are the main messages.
6. Scouts appreciate the ‘freedom’ of being a Rover. Many understand that Rovers organise
things for themselves and that there are many opportunities, experiences, and lots of
independence available to Rovers that don’t exist in other sections.
7. On the topic of alcohol, some Scouts gave negative responses about the use of alcohol in
Rovers. Some indicated they are looking forward to that aspect when they are old enough
for Rovers. However, a majority of patrols who visited the Rover topic at the Yakkery did
not mention alcohol at all.
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about Rovers. Responses
have been grouped into broad areas for easier analysis.
WHAT SCOUTS THINK OF ROVERS
older
Rovers=Awesome
Never heard of Rovers
Lazy, friends, like scouts but better
No they are nerds, too many commitments, working, no
time, don’t know what they do
Annoying
Irritating
Boring
Keep rover crews out of venturer crews
Good role models – more involved.
Not just for fun.
Really outdoorsy
Really tall
Rovers are nice.
Really loud, crazy, happy all the time.
Rovers are not as fun – no life, immature and bad shirt
colours.
Not as cool as Venturers
Might as well just be a leader.
Cool
Old, fun, positive, awesome.
Rovers are weird
Rovers are overprotective and useful
Rovers annoy Scouts and are scary
Smoke, are stuck up, hypocrites.
Can be a bit bossy
Rude, people think they are too immature to be leaders. Note
– only one member knows any Rovers.
Haven’t heard of it.
Old, in their 20’s.
Car derbies are a good thing.
“Mature”???
Rovers that are leaders are cool
Rovers should not be immature because we wouldn’t get in
trouble
Cool, interesting, adventurous, grumpy,
Privileges, independence
Do what you want
Hard to tell who they are especially at big events
Fun and relaxing
Rovers are bullies but can be helpful
Rovers is good fun, they’re smart
Rovers that are leaders know more because they are fresh
The best thing is that you choose what you want to do
They have freedom and more better activities
Rovers are necessary because it’s fun and the last stage
before they become in charge.
Dirty minds, annoy Scouts, old.
Old people don’t have as much fun or any fun at all.
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Rovers have parties, piss ups, they are really awesome, drink
alcohol, like it because it’s more free – nothing should
change.
Rovers are big, tall, been a Scout, “hanger-oners”, they
should become a leader.
Rovers are more tough, make Scouts able to do Rover
Camps.
Rovers don’t really go out on camps, don’t really have to
wear uniform, are allowed to bring whatever they like to
camp, don’t spend much time with other sections.
Looks awesome and enjoyable
Lots of activities, travel
Awesome, fun, wet, nearly always at pubs, drink too much
Knowledgeable, taller, older, respectable, finished school
Late nights
Fun but help out – community service
more nicer/privileges
Old
Fun
Crazy as hell
Awesome
Freedom
Fun
Rovers are gay
Friendly
Don’t do anything
Annoying
Cocky
Smelly
Retarded
Crazy
Big
Same uniform
Experience
Friendly
Knowledge
Sick (cool kind)
Rovers are pretty good
Freedom from leaders
Self manage
THEY ARE COOL
They are busy
They don’t do enough work
Should be at uni
Do everything themselves
Have really GOOD CAMP SITES
More extreme than scouting
Control what they do
More leader ship
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WHAT SCOUTS THINK ROVERS DO
Adventurous activities
Mudbash, Rover Moots
Next best thing before the army, Relief from daily life
Do what ever they want
It’s fun because you get to more exciting activities.
Never met one.
They grow heaps dorky beards.
Knight stuff awesome
Can carry pocket knives
Plan their own scout meetings, chose their own activities
Able to drive
They tend to be pretty wild.
Rovers do stuff (they have the age advantage)
Scuba diving deep sea sailing, clay pigeon shooting
Being ‘solo’
Free time social relax
They help organise scout camps, help run Joeys
run mud-bash, moot
Life skills
They can drive, drink
Run Dragonskin
Gang Show
Make a mess
Get to ride quads
Rovers do construction and play monopoly
Go into bush for 2 weeks
Eat to much
Do nothing
Don’t know much about Rovers
Sit around, watch TV and drink beer, party, run discos
Young leaders
Rovers seems interesting, fun
Do lots. Activities, fun, meet new people
Good camps
Challenges await
Travel, paintball, laser tag, camping
Opportunities to do better stuff
Do pretty cool things – go to Jamboree
Help teach the younger scouts
They haven’t been doing bad things
No idea what Rovers do
Camp, hike
Old people, go camping, they rove, leadership skills
Jack all
Organise stuff
Lots of things
Being a loner
Drink, eat cheese, jokes with money and cars
Friends outside of school, more fun activities, Adventurous
activities
They do moots
They can go to heaps of activities
Cubs with cars
Do activities that you can’t do in younger sections.
Mostly muck around with fire.
Rovers need to do more.
Most are at university.
Don’t they party lots and lots?
Do lots of patrol activities (no adults)
They’re enthusiastic.
Rovers meet new people.
Rovers bludge, do volunteer work, organise activities
Do community service.
Do a very unnoticeable job
I’ve only seen them collect food cans.
They boss Scouts around
Rovers help on big activities, run Scout nights, have fun.
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Rovers can drive (Mudbash)
They do trips and waterslides
Rovers organise their own stuff, discuss topics – don’t know
much about them.
Drive a car – car competitions.
Rovers talk, camp, go on adventures, should do more
extreme sports.
They are adventurous – do sailing, hiking, drives, boating,
camping.
Joint activities.
They don’t meet every week – bad/good
They do whatever they want
Do a lot of cool stuff
Go four wheel driving
Get pilot’s license
Rovers go camping, do social activities and drink.
Rock-climbing and abseiling
Laser games, eat pizza, do the award scheme.
Activities: Hiking, abseiling, canoeing, bungy jumping, bike
hikes, sky diving, sailing, community service, adventurous
activities, harassing scouts, ride around on bikes, dancing,
running activities, driving, JNN leaders, sky diving, don’t
have leaders, alpine activities, supervise younger sections,
camping Parachuting adventurous activities, charity and
community work while having fun, Test the limits
Girls and partying
Banana Bash (QLD rovers activity)
Moot sounds fun
Walk around random places at night
Fundraising
Rovers bludge, help scouts, do adventurous activities, eat,
and be social
The best thing Rovers get to do is having better activities
and they have no curfew. There’s less people and more
respect
Rover activities are rally cars, shooting, snorkelling, boating
and Oz Moot
They have over 18 activities and drink
Rover do long hikes and camps, adventurous activities,
embrace being over 18, enjoy camping and hiking, enjoy no
leaders and their independence. They sky dive and do
paintball on rover camps
Rovers are older, role models, funny, help venturers more
than scouts, most people want to do it later, they go to main
events
Rovers get to do more
Rovers help with scout activities, go to the pub every week,
help out at events, meet people, run activities, they enjoy not
having learning, organise own events, paint ball/ laser tag,
and help out
Rovers – annoying, organise stuff and drink
Rovers help scouts like leaders, abseil, do extreme sports, do
social activities like parties etc. Have freedom of choice
Have fun, whatever they want, help organise stuff, teach,
drive scouts nuts, get through whole scouting movement
Join to have fun, and it’s something to do
Rovers do fun stuff – same stuff as Scouts but more extreme
– camps, firebreathing, tag along on camps as ‘leaders’,
organise activities.
Doing activities with friends
Activities
–
get
wasted/smashed,
moots,
don’t
sleep/grumpy, hikes, caving, abseiling.
Activities – adventurous, team building.
Rovers – look bored, help leaders, give information, drive,
scuba dive, 18+ activities.
Rovers do rafting
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They give back to the community, sit on the couch and watch
TV, Mud Bash, get to muck around, more advanced activities,
four wheel driving, sailing and can be leaders.
Rovers do Gang Show, Dragonskin.
Activities – Surfmoot, volunteer work
Rovers run rock camping but should get more.
Activities – rally cars, social events, gross chicken – Iron Gut.
Racing cars.
Should do – camp, travel, talk, more motorbikes, wrestle,
charity stuff.
Driving
Mud bash
Have fun
Anything
White water rafting
Caving
Abseiling
Off road driving
Diving
Skiing
Sailing
Be idiots
Do whatever they wish
Mudbash
Activities
Sky diving
Drive
Nothing
Run activities
Set up tents
Caving
Canoeing
Camping
Mud bash, scuba diving, paragliding, paintball, rock climbing,
abseiling, travel overseas
Annoy scouts and more advanced scouting stuff
Do whatever they want, whenever
Help older people, fix things
Banana bash
Abseiling
Rock climbing
Maccas
Bowling
Gang show!!
Sky diving, help other sections
Motor sports
Drinking
Scuba diving
Extreme stuff
Water stuff
Better activities
Boating, hiking, caving, partying, abseiling, bouldering,
canoeing, sailing, camping
Teaching younger sections
Shout at little kids
Help scouts
volunteer their time
help at AJ
Rovers – drive places and get burgers
Help out with activities
Junior leaders
Hiking
Mudbash
Pub crawl
Interstate camps
Other area camps
Organises own activities
Cross country drives
Sky diving
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Bungy jumping
Caving
Banana bash
Learning
Solving the worlds problems
Fly planes
Paintball, smash cars, charity, cooking, singing, tailoring,
shooting
Going too snow
Rally
Mud bash
Extreme sports
Crowd control
Better activities
Out door activities
Extreme sports
Scuba diving
Motor sports
More extreme sports
Nothing
Computer games
Whatever theyu want
Squirt people
Annoy vennies
Sky diving
Adventurous activities
Wind surf
Sky dive
Sleep
Bungee jump
Air activities
Water activities
Sleeping
Shave
Shower
Able to do anthing you want’
Motor bike rides
Bumpy driving
Adventurous sctivities
THE PUB
Paintball
Sky diving
Eat lots of food
Snow boarding
They built a car
Paint ball
Banana bash
Abseiling
Mountain clibing
Jamborees
Out door activities
Hiking
Paint ball
Rafting
Abseiling
Caving
Bush bashing
Commuintiy work
Paint ball
Outdoor
Activitities
Caving
Flying
Kayaking
Skydiving
Parachuting
Martial arts
Flying
Hiking
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Racing
White water rafting
LOVE TO PAR-TAY
Bikeriding
The moot
Hike
Party
Swimming
Adventurous
Lots of community service fun
Conoing

Hiking
Community work
Mud bash
Drive
Break sstufff
Go overseas
1 go karts
Caving
Eat
Communitie
Outdoors

WILL SCOUTS JOIN ROVERS?
Wouldn’t go- Study @ uni/school, other Youth Organisations
better.
Yes, fun, life skills, better badges, leads on from ventures
Yes continuing in scouting all the activities they do that we
can’t.
Sounds fun
Want to complete scouting journey
Go to learn, have fun
Some want to be Rovers Yes-they’re awesome, to complete
scouts, independent
Want to go to rovers
Yes, because there is a couch
No because we don’t know what they do
Yes we would like to do rovers
Yes, independent
Planning to continue to Rovers
No because I might not have time
I might get to Rovers if I feel like it.
I reckon it would be cool to have something to carry on with
after Scouts.
I might be a Rover...No...Yes, to annoy Scouts...No because
Leaders are cooler and do more.
I don’t think I will be in Rovers – too busy with school
No, I wouldn’t join because there’s other things to do at the
time.
I would join because I like Scouts.
Will join – something to do
Won’t join – seems difficult, other commitments, homework,
camps are too long.
Should do – one in a lifetime experiences, leader training,
being an example, completing difficult activities.
Want to join to help out with Scout Group.
Want to join Rovers – progression, more activities and
opportunities, make new friends.
Good to be able to go to Scouts after you’ve finished
Venturers and school.
Reasons not to go – schoolwork, friends, job
People might not want to join because of pressure from
university and other commitments
I want to do rovers so I can bludge.
I don’t want to do rovers; I’m unsure
We will become rovers
No school, friends, time, sports or commitments
I don’t want to go to rovers; “I will have a life by then”
I want to do rovers because I have a family history of it... it’s
a good experience and gives you independence
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Yes, will do Rovers – do more extreme activities,
unsupervised, you have a better chance of going overseas.
Wouldn’t go because there aren’t enough activities, no crew
nearby, need more badges and to be more fun.
Will do Rovers – wet scouts, have ‘fun’, Banana Bash, are the
oldest, drive golf carts, help at Jamboree, do what you want.
Would be better to know more about what they do – not
sure.
Would join because whole family is in Scouting, for fun.
Can’t tell which ones are Rovers, Rovers is too far away.
Will be busy with other things or will do it to keep going
with the Scout movement.
Yes
Gets better as you get older
You can get drunk
Help others
Boss people around
No limits
More maturity
Know nothing about them
Other interests
Yes, will move on to rovers
Might not join, no time
Need more info before deciding
Will join, sounds great
Don’t know very much about them
Yes – fun, fill in time, be part of something. Moot, for the red
shirt
No – just don’t
Don’t know if I will do rovers – from small town with no
rovers
Yes sounds fun
Next step in scouting
I got to choose what top do
They gave out freebies
Maybe might go back to England
Want to go to rovers later
Fun, get away from here
Activities they do
No leaders friends
Want to join
Commitments may stop you
Yes fun
2 yes sounds fun
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WHAT SCOUTS BELIEVE THE BEST THING ABOUT BEING A ROVER IS.
One of the best things about being a rover is you get to do
what you want.
Independence, Freedom, Responsibility
The best thing about being a rover is u get more privileges
Better than scouts
Meeting new people being older bossing older kids
Best thing being older and more privileged
Independence
Being older and taller and boss people around
Best thing: bossing scouts, independence, more interesting
activities, more extreme, not as “bubble-wrapped”
Best thing  annoying scouts, freedom
Best things – ‘sort of’ leader, leadership role,
helping/teaching younger kids.
Best things – getting wasted, not sleeping, parties.
Best thing – the freedom, a lot of camps, Banana Bash,
wetting scouts.
Looking forward to driving to my own camps, telling people
what they’re doing wrong.

Do your own thing
More freedom
No constraints
Independence and fun
Overseas travel
Boss around scouts, freedom (no leaders)
New experiences
Independence
Being an adult
Organising yourself
Pushing limits further
New friends
Do activities that were unthought of
Being a scout again
3 more activities
New experiences
Harder stuff

WHAT SCOUTS THINK WOULD MAKE ROVERS MORE INTERESTING FOR THEM.
Have a lower age limit on rovers
Rovers would be more fun if they like had their own type of
jamboree.
Having something to do with the rovers
Want tips from Rovers
More people
Rovers would be more interesting if they were our slaves,
give us money and wash our cars
Get to eat cheese
Being able to learn more about it
Get rid of the ribbons
Should have more variety in activities

It’d be more interesting if there was better organisation and
more education about it in the scout section
More well known – ads, websites, x-rover (celebrity), info
nights
When I’m a Rover I want to, organise main activities, go into
R Rated areas
More rover members would increase my interest in rovering
Best thing – badges.
4 parties getting drunk
Seeing real world
4greater education

WHAT SCOUTS BELIEVE ROVERS SHOULD BE DOING.
Little association with scouts. Should do more group things
Still be with the scouting movement
They should do – paintball
Shooting
Rallying for cleaner enviro serious
Leadership courses
More promotion.
should be good role models, doing ‘fun stuff’
being a leader and teaching scouts is the best
should be teaching little kids
They do more extreme activities
extended scouts
should be having fun, responsible, setting a good example
Should do more activities
Seeing do activities, getting out and doing a variety of
activities
Help plan activities
They’re doing what they should be now
Role models to younger scouts
Paintball comps, people, friends, extreme sports, paintball,
skydiving
I love for you to do a few more camps
Helping scouts and cubs
They should do paint ball and hikes.
Should do lots of camping.
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Should do shooting and would like drugs
Do interstate activities
Should have shorter camps, less rules, more advertising and
more activities
Should act as equals, be friendly, chat, be active and
involved.
Should do camping, cleaning up, stuff to help community,
increase Scouting image.
Should allow people to try new things.
All Rovers should be leaders of Scouts.
Should have more communication with Scouts.
Rovers should do more community service and more work
with Scouts
What should they be doing: helping scouts at AJ, whatever,
advertise rover section likewise with S.C.S.U.R, put into the
community more and more groups and more advertising,
invite rovers to scout hike and activities-more joint activities
in all sections, water activities and more involvement in
scouts, get leader training
Rovers shouldn’t organise, they would be role models for us
as they are leaders.
Rovers should help the rest of their group
Visit schools
They should help scouts and assist leaders, and run activities
and camps
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Rovers should help more and do things scouts and venturers
aren’t allowed to do
They should help younger sections and be role models
Should do – demonstrations of activities before joining,
abseiling, caving, rock climbing, water activities, ‘special
occasion’ activities, extreme sports, have fun.
Should be – responsible, funny.
Should do – shooting, road trips, help other sections, be nice,
more sitting around, more gambling.
Should do driving, skydiving, paintball.
Rovers should become more involved with Scouts so we
know what they’re about and then they could have more
people.
Should hang-glide and do service.
Rovers drink, should do horse riding.
Should do more major events and more badgework.
Should do more drinking, more water activities
Buy deodorant?
Maccas
Shooting
Archery
More camps
Do extreme stuff
Be nice
Help the environment
Volunteering for events
Watch Dr Who at scouts
more activities
help people
have fun
be good role models
More community service
Keeping old traditions
Community work & charity &
More activities, more badges, better meeting place
Activities (more extreme), be nice, helping
Abseil

Climb
Camp
Drink
Date
Help scouts
Should – travel, busk, meet other scouts from different
countries
More community service
Environmental work
Possibly dangerous stuff
Fun stuff
Blowing stuff up
Smashing cars
Drinks
Xbox
Sports
Kayaking
Sleeping
Help out with communtie
Set good example for scouts
More camps
Activities in rivers
Canoes
Outdoor activities
Stop drinking at events or in uniform
Stop teasing
Stay as is
More activities
Rovers shoud travvle
Help people
5 abseiling
Be good role models
Help people
Be responsilbler
Not get arrested
LIVE LIFE TO THE FULL

DO SCOUTS KNOW ABOUT NEARBY ROVER CREWS?
No, I don’t have any rover crew near me.
Very few rover crews around
We don’t talk to Rovers much.
No rover crews near the scout groups.
Most groups don’t have a local groups
Yes there is a rover crew nearby
No local rovers
Not sure if there is a Rover crew near me
No rover crew nearby
More interesting, there is no crew close by
Rover crew in our district but not in our patrol group
Would like to do: extreme in general, help, getting involved
organise activity camps, no one really planning to go to
rovers, no rovers in groups
Hardly any Rovers
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I don’t think I have a Rover Crew anywhere near me.. Not
that I know of any way!
I’m not thinking about Rovers, but have an active rover crew
Not many Rovers ie 1.
More crews
No crew locally
No crew nearby
Yes, local crew
Yes- pelican point RC, Freemantle RC
No rovers nearby
Yes rovers near by
No crew nearby
Yes rover crew locally
5 yes 4 no for local crew
Don’t have rovers locally
yes
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ON THE TOPIC OF ALCOHOL…
Drink beer and have fun.
Drinking big problem.
They drink too much
They go out and drink all the time.
Shouldn’t drink alcohol in uniform.
Get drunk
Drink

Get drunk
Bunch of drunks
Alcoholics
Drinking
Drunks
They are lazy people who can’t be bothered doing anything
so they go to the pub (aka my brother).

SCOUTS’ NEGATIVE BELIEFS ABOUT ROVERS.
Too bossy, lazy
Drinks, Drugs, Sex whenever the opportunity arises
Irresponsible
No-other commitments, lazy
They think they are the best but they are not!
Immature, thiefs, pyros, evil
Rovers are annoying, bossy, mean, bullies.
Rovers wear different shirts and gamble and drink.
They don’t always set a good example.
Uncommitted
Rovers are mean – “Joeys that can drive and drink”
Big ego, up themselves, unapproachable, unfriendly.
Gay, weird, who are they, alcohol abuse, lazy, use duct tape,
no guidance.

Drunk, sex, would go if they changed. Should do actual
activities and have a variety, have better manners, have
parties.
Do ‘outdoorsy’ stuff, misuse of alcohol – stupid stuff.
Swear
Boss scouts around
Not structured enough
Drugs
Annoying
Bossy
Hippies
TEASE scouts

SCOUTS’ THOUGHTS ON GROWING THE ROVER SECTION.
Visits to scouts and talking to them
scouts have no idea what Rovers actually do
Scouts would want to go to Rovers if there were freebies
advertising, want to come to rovers and make it look fun
with the different activities they do
Fun activities is a reason to join rovers
Make more rover units
Nobody knows about them.
They should tell Scouts more about Rovers because I have
no idea.
Not much information about them
We need more Rovers
Knowing that you need to balance Scouts, school and work.
Need to advertise, talk to Scouts, show others what they do –
promote.
Could interest Scouts/others by doing demonstrations,
combined camps.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

A rover section at every group/district
Need more info to scouts about rovers
Should be greater public knowledge of Rovers. Should
educate Scouts better and have more activities with other
Sections.
Should run combined camps to experience Rovers.
Need more Rovers in South Tasmania.
show what they do
Need more advertising
Many are un-aware
promoting rovers to scouts
Open days to educate lower sections/public
‘try a rover’ like activities
Rover for a day
They promote them selves more
Rover groups needed in country areas
Advertise
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WHAT SCOUTS BELIEVE THEY SHOULD SEE ROVERS DOING AROUND SCOUTING
They make activities for us.
Good Roll Models
Helping other sections
Set an example
Stop ignoring us.
Rovers would be better if they visited scouts and help at
camps
joint activities with scouts
Help out scout events
Helping at scout events, community work
Help with lower sections
Help with camps and stuff
Rovers are really great at helping us out and organising the
Scouts.
They try to help out with other sections and help other
people.
They help Venturers
Rover as a leader is cool. Tell you heaps don’t yell.
Need to be more involved in other Scout activities besides
AJ.

Visit scouts more often
Be more active with rest of group
Helping out other section
Help scouts
Help with other sections
Work with lower sections
They help out with the scouts on camp
Help on activities
Involve scouts more
Help out
Help with activities
Help out at troop
Junior scout leaders
Help out leaders
Rovers help out at scouts
Help scouts
Lead scouting stuff
Help scouting
Be nice and help ful to scouts

OTHER THINGS SCOUTS BELIEVE THEY KNOW ABOUT THE ROVER SECTION.
Award Scheme more difficult
red uniform
National Rover council
Good at navigation
Helpful
18-26yrs old
Almost leaders
Old and ugly
Needs lots of camps, pre-organised events
They make jokes that they think we don’t understand
They’re older than scouts
No leaders
Luv their red shirts
They have a maroon amber red uniform.
Rovers is after Venturers
Rovers – organise and run Joeys, no leaders, smallest group.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

No leader
18 and older
Rovers comes after Venturers
Can do more things so have more fun, ages 18 to 26.
They are their own leaders
Squire system,
Group abouve vennies
Under leaders
18 to 26
Older than us
They get invested twice
They are after vennies
They get kicked out when they are 26
They are way older then scouts
Own choices
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INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING
This topic was discussed at the Yakkery as well as at the Scout Senate. Scouts were prompted with
the following information & questions:
International Scouting is not just about travelling overseas. You can enhance your Troop Program
(and complete more badgework) by incorporating International Scouting.
• Did you know we are a part of a worldwide family of 30 million Scouts?
• You could run an overnight JOTI/JOTA event any time of the year.
• You can apply to get an international Scouting Pen Pal.
• You could run an international themed night.
• How can we promote international Scouting program ideas to Troops?
• What sort of international Scouting should be available to Australian Scouts?
• How can we promote international Scouting opportunities to Scouts?
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE
The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING

Group Members:
Dani Rothwell, Steven Shephard, Alana Schache, Connor Hayes, Callum
Chapman, Jessie Fitzpatrick
Background:
This topic is important to us because we are concerned that International Scouting is not
publicised as much as it has the potential to be. The information is not as accessible as it should
be.
Summary of Discussions
We as a group know considerably less than what should be the desirable level concerning
International Scouting.
We believe that the information on International Scouting:
• Is difficult to find.
• Is boring when we find it.
• Is bland.
• Is not fun or interactive.
• Is directed at adults not scouts.
We want a new national website designed with youth interests for youth with a component of a
page that includes all countries on the same site without a link to a separate site.
We also believe that leaders do not know enough about International Scouting, and therefore are
not giving us the opportunity to gain the knowledge either. For these reasons we recommend that
the information should come directly to us.
Recommendations:
The delegates of National Scout Forums and Senate 2010 recommend the following;

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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•

A website designed by youth for youth – youth should be from all branches.

Recommended enhancements for the website:
o International Jamborees – more detailed information including:
 When is it?
 Where is it?
 How much?
 How long?
o Overseas activities – easy transportation suggestions.
o Information on sections’ international opportunities including:
 When is it?
 Where is it?
 How much?
 How long?
o Sectioned information for Australian youth as to what international badges can be
achieved.
o More information supplied concerning JOTA/JOTI due to the lack of awareness and
participation of Scout groups. This provides a huge opportunity for international
communication, and we conclude that greater promotional work will be required.
o International Communication Tab  E-Friend (currently non-existent) and pen
friend, which are explained below:
 We believe that the pen pal program should be split up into two
categories;
• E-Friend only via internet and email.
• Pen Friend, snail mail and hand written letters and packages.
o SISEP
 What is it?
 How can I get involved?
 Is it easily achievable?
 Is there a financial support system available for us?
o History tab which gives us an international understanding of Scouting including;
 Where it came from
 When it started in each country
 How many members – possibly a count which is constantly updated
 Which countries have scouting
 Brownsea Island explained in detail
o Scouts Around the Globe – we suggest the following information be supplied;
 Scout uniform
 Small blurb
 Badges
 Sectional information
 Camping styles
 The Scouts’ history
 A flash animation of a globe spinning with the countries on it. We
propose that each country has two options:
• When the cursor hovers above the country, a blurb and perhaps
an image pops up in the style of a speech bubble.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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And when the country is clicked, the above listed information
appears below in detail.
http://evermoreband.com/blog/ is a good example of what we would
recommend for the set out of this site, even if it is just the ideas and concepts
behind it.
A Scout chat room for Scouts only including International scouts. To gain access
Scouts would need to be verified by their Leader/state/national body or have
their current membership number requested to log in.
We propose a Pen Pal badge requiring the following completed:
 Staying contact with your pen pal for a minimum of 6 months
 Research the country which the Pen Pal come from
 Prepare a traditional meal from their country for your troop
 Learn some of their language or some sayings and explain them to your
leader.
Subscription to an international newsletter which gives you information about
upcoming international events.
 When JOTA/JOTI is coming up, we suggest it needs to be right up the top
of the newsletter to promote it as much as possible.
•

o

o

o

o

Promoting International Scouting at future Jamborees:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

An International badge swapping tent. This will increase communication between
visiting International Scouts and locals doing an activity that most Scouts love to do.
Promote the International guests by having Patrol Leader functions within sub camps
so the Patrol Leaders can become aware that there actually are International guests in
the sub camp and encourage interaction between Patrols.
Have more International events within sub camps, possibly run by frat tent staff in or
around the frat tent, to promote the wide variety of cultures within each sub camp.
International Tent should be much more exciting; we propose that to achieve this,
International Headquarters should utilise the following suggestions:
o Have international representatives cooking food
o Teaching languages/ phrases of languages
o Showcasing traditional clothing
o Narrating stories about their culture and lifestyle
o Displaying international Scouts’ flags
Have the nations within a sub camp have a display in the sub camp frat tents.
JNN (or its equivalent for other jamborees) do segments on the different nations
visiting.
In the International Tent, there should be souvenirs that can be purchased that are
relevant to the nations visiting.

How leaders could be kept more informed:
•
•

Give leaders more international program ideas like cooking international foods or dressing
up in traditional clothing.
Have all branch, region and district commissioners notified about all major activities that
Australia can participate in, mainly aiming at International experiences.
o The commissioners will be required to pass on information to group leaders who
then inform sectional leaders.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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SUMMARY OF YAKKERY THEMES EMERGING FROM THIS TOPIC
Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
1. There is a mixed understanding of Scouting beyond Australia. Some Scouts were surprised
to learn that Scouting existed outside of Australia, while others were well aware of
Scouting around the world and its approximate size.
2. Many Scouts reported having some kind of international activity in their home troops.
Some involved JOTI/JOTA, some themed Scout dress nights, and some international food
nights. Many others reported not having any international themed activities in the past but
that it would be good to do so in the future.
3. Scouts are, on the whole, excited about what international Scouting might have to offer.
Clearly they are not getting the messages, however. They suggest all the well known means
for promoting things, including email lists, social networking, and traditional media. Some
have suggested a dedicated international scouting website.
4. One patrol suggested changing the name of Pen Pals to Keyboard Pals.
5. Many international activity ideas were suggested. Some involved programs for weekly
meetings or local camps, and some listed overseas events and activities. See the Appendix
below for the raw list.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about International
Scouting. Responses have been grouped into broad areas for easier analysis.
WHAT SCOUTS KNOW ABOUT INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING AND WHAT ACTIVITIES THEY DO
Scouts all over the world, no didn’t know how many. Some
knew but none knew all year.
No didn’t know 30 million scouts
Don’t even know about Joti
Didn’t know about Pen Pals, not interested
Didn’t know JOTI all year
Don’t know about JOTI or penpals
Yes, knew about 30 mill family
Most didn’t know about JOTI all year around
Some already have penpals, others are interested
No, didn’t know amount of scouts or JOTI
Some knew about pen pals others not interested
Yes, 30 mill is awesome!
Yes knew about 30mill scouts
Don’t know about JOTI at all
Ran one themed night
Yes, its cool
Yes, knew about 30mill scouts
No, didn’t know JOTI all year
No, currently don’t run international night
Yes, we would love to
Yes, i have one & my cousin is in Ireland
Yes, we are having one in term 1: food, clothes
Good way to meet other people from other countries
Never done JOTI/JOTA
great people
awesome accents
Never done JOTI/JOTA
1. Some do and others don’t
2. Didnt know can run overnight JOTA
3. They know about international scouts
4. Know abouit themed run night
Know about worlds jamboree, world scouts day, JOTA/JOTI,
penpals, hear about all of them
1. They are aware of 30 million scouts
3. Dont know about pen pal system: show through adverts
Knew about 30 million scouts
Dont know about JOTI/JOTA
Penpal  didn’t know but interested
Already run themed night
Yes – knows alot about international scouting
International scouting is awesome because we can meet new
people and have FUN!!!
Some knew about 30 million scouts
Didnt know it runs all year
Some knew about penpals – all interested
Already run themed nights
What they know about international scouting: jamborees,
scout exchange
They are scouts and haven’t heard of JOTA/JOTI
Never heard of JOTI/JOTA
Didnt know about penpals
Never been on international WS
JOTI/JOTA – would do
Knew about 30 million world scouts
JOTI  didn’t know anything about it
Penpals  some knew about, some are interested
Already run nights
Yes they did know about 30 million scouts
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No they didn’t know about JOTA/JOTI
Did research on international scouting
Did JOTA/JOTI
Part of penpal program
International scouting is awesome
Yes we knew, but not exactly how many
Yes
1. No
2. Have heard of joti/jota but not involved in them
Scouting isn’t really that big is it?
Surprised by number of Scouts.
Didn’t know about JOTI at all and didn’t know it runs all
year.
Have run themed nights.
Don’t do JOTA/JOTI
We don’t have Int Nights, but we should!
Haven’t bothered with Int penpals
It’s cool that you can talk to people in other countries about
similar issues.
Didn’t know it was 30 million!
Joti/jota all year round?!?!?
All know about penpals, none interested
Didn’t know about Joti/Jota
We shpuld introduce international nights
Interested in pen pals, and have one.
International scouts is pretty good
Not signing up for an international pen pal because busy,
weird time zones
Would do JOTI/JOTA any time
What 30 million, wow
Havent done JOTA/JOTI
International scouting different for Australia
From different cultures, different countries
They’re awesome, badges different, different ages, camps
diff to ours, meet new people, different scarfs, speak other
languages, different uniform, different scout promise
JOTI/JOTA – should be held more often – fun
Joins everyone in scouting together
Couldn’t cope with the travelling
Didn’t know how many people
Scouting is different in different countries
Not interested in getting a penpal
Not aware of international programs
Didn’t know JOTI was all year round.
Yes
Yes we did know we were a part of that
No we did not know
Yes didn’t know exactly how big
Some knew
We guess 1 million – wrong
Some knew about 30 million scouts
Didn’t know that there were 30 million scouts
Yes
Yes, we do it in Mildura
Make such other people are doing it also, move freedom to
speak
Didn’t know about JOTA
Knew about JOTA, run once a year
Knew about JOTA but never been
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Done JOTA, hall day
We can have a JOTA/JOTI any time
Yes, not often talking to them
No, but we know now (more ads needed)
It would be interesting about learning other peoples’ culture
Don’t have pen pals

Don’t know about pen pals. Family member has penpal
1/8 International penpal
Met international scouts
Info in scout halls, get groups outside doing things
Yes we did it (pizza)
We meet Canadians and an American leader

WHAT SCOUTS THINK COULD BE DONE TO PROMOTE INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING
More advertising of Website.
Clear information on website while being interactive.
International website
Visitors, exchange programs, international jamborees need
more promotion.
International laser tag
Email/letter to troop about upcoming international events
Advertising – spokesperson at events, overseas visitors
more often, more written info to troops, brief leaders
Subsidise overseas trips and make info clear
Easier to apply/get info
Email them/ letters, go on overseas trips, see it in ‘reality’
Posters, party, troop pen pal
Posters and ads
Don’t know how to get involved
Posters + ads
TV
Write letters
Facebook
Twitter
Msn
Skype
Massive webchats for upcoming info
Promo at opening ceremony
Schools
TV ads/radio/news
Signs, posters, facebook
Learn about international scouting through people visiting
World Jamboree – need to advertise more
Emailing list to update leaders
More info about international contingents at AJ2010
Neon signs/billboards
Finding international contingents at big camps
Want promotion posters, people to come around, exchange
programs
4. Scout newspapers
More adverts
Let the scouts know about the overseas/world Jamborees
Advertising, posters
Exchange programs – advertise
Mix up the overseas people so we can meet them easier
See more international things
Better communication
Ads (funny)
Freebies (good) world Jamboree.
Hand out flyers, posters, troop council, speak to people
More international advertising
TV, posters, flyers, mail etc
Go overseas more often, more info on things already in place
More info on things like world Jamboree
Share stories from international
More people to know about the website
Want to find out more by: email, asking at jamboree or JOTI,
letter
Better communication of events: JOTI/JOTA, exchange
(unknown to them)

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Brochures and advertising through jamboree and other
major scouting events
Radio and tv at AJ to promote
Not much awareness
Advertise internationally for national events (eg AJ)
Branch reps visiting groups and promoting events
AJ2010 has international components, international youth
forum, want to find out by: email, letter, facebook, adds in
Farmville
Promote international website
Promote via websites, run weeknight international events
Put things in program or newsletter
Newspaper, tv, radio, internet
Internet, Google scouts
Through popular website, through tv, popular newspaper
Show ads about international scouts, Newspapers, internet
International scouting would able should be: majority of
scouts, should be aware of this system through email from
scouts Australia
Get the organising community of international scouting to
make people aware of this
Advertising  video, exchange program, pen pals
Posters
Promote and update website
Chat to internationals
Promote international events
Promote through questions, games, food, clothing, tv, mag,
newspaper, radio, billboards, posters
Better leader communication
Promotion of international WS
Info for leaders/groups
Promoting: emails, info to leaders to tell the scouts
Opportunities to show scouts by internet ads
Other jam (advertise)
Make it a badge, ads, media, JOTI/JOTA, exchange, donate
Emails, advertisements
Emails about upcoming events
Talk to your friends
Develop chatrooms between scouts
3. Promote international scouting to troops: emails, funny
things, websites, newspaper, ads on tv, newsletter to scouts
To promote international scouting we can learn customs of
other nationals.
Australian scouts should be able to learn other languages
through scouting.
To promote international scouting, we should create a badge
system, run international nights, holiday visits to scout
group, and use the exchange program – internationally
visiting troops
There should be a scout forum to promote communication
between Australian and international scouts
To promote international opportunities to Australian scouts
we should use advertisements, emails, promote at camps,
and a small pen pal system which gradually make a good
relationship with their group
Promote international Scouts – Jamborees, ads, media, more
Int Scouts coming to Australia.
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Promote – penpals, sponsoring Scouts, fundraising for
developing countries,
Get info from talking to you, media.
Advertising – facebook, TV, in books, send emails/letters to
each group
Need more event specific ads.
Promote – make penpals a part of Citizenship (badge), make
it a target badge.
Promote – newspaper, websites.
Large events, travel to overseas activities.
Info should come directly to the Scouts without going
through the leaders.
Walk around, email troops, show different traditions, camps,
trek overseas.
Could promote through invitations, posters.
Fundraising
Promote passing info down ranks to scouts, billboard ads.
Give out info packs, tell Leaders, fireworks.
Promote through Scouting events and through leaders.
Promotion – could try food, play fun games from other
countries, dress in trad costumes, videos, posters/banners,
internet sites, trailer at cinema.
Advertise events in the Scout Magazine
Videos, posters, billboards, Tv guest appearances, junk mail,
bus adds scout run radio show on popular fm channel.
Local promotions of international scouting
More promotion of joti to scouts and how they can be
involved if group etc are not participating.
Need to premote with billboards
Promotions through the web page.
Should email leaders posters and hear back from them of
what they think.
- TV

- Internet
- Radio
- AJ
Badges, more posters, food nights, work same activities
Magazines, signs
Communicate with email
International website – info about international Jamborees
Word of mouth, media sources, tv internal
Social network
TV, int dinners, weekend meetings
Advertising international programs: TV, emails, national and
state sits, email flyers to troops
Advertise international program
Flyers, adds posters and websites to advertise international
scouting
Promote through crossover of activities
Talk, presentation, slap
Send internationals over, email, exchange
Exchange before/after AJ – JOTA JOTI
Ads, made appealing
News broadcast, radio
Use facebook, use webcam, more promo/penpals
The difference between Australian Scouting and
International scouting
Funding
MSN, facebook, phone
Camps like AJ
Penpals, organise something with international scouts
A district international camp exchange program, advertise
Australia with other scouts
Scout swap overseas
Competition for international scouts, fundraising

SCOUT SUGGESTIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAM IDEAS
International theme large events. International awareness
at AJ
A chat site where you can make friends from, Japan/ China
etc.
Greater international presence in jamborees, Financial
support for international scouts.
Dedicate a camp between 2 countries.
More joti/jota
Some pen pal – all interested
Already run multi-cultural nights
World Jamboree, other countries’ Jamborees
Cooking nights
Language sessions
More exchanges
World Jamboree
Eay tacos and sushi
International cooking
Dress up nights
Get free food
Supporting activities eg clothes drive
Chinese theme party
Ripstik competition
Bicycle competitions
Travel the globe
Already run themed nights
Different foods, not sure
Instead of them flying over to Aus, let us fly to them
1. JOTI/JOTA, more involvement
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2. Hear more about international scouting
3. Exchange programs
More overseas opportunities
Run nights with cubs
Have random sleepovers
Sponsor African child
International scout video game
More international activities
Go and fly over to the place where your penpal lives
Exchange programs, world jamboree, other places where
scouts is run
More refunds for going overseas
Cost less
Participate in JOTI/JOTA
Penpal
International exchange
Fun to meet others
Providing funds
Pen pals, chat rooms
Vanuatu sponsor
World jamboree
International badge training
large international themed camp
international food nights
Improve international scouting
Should be available more often
International night
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camp prepared before jamboree to house international
scouts
penpals
more overseas trips
free internet and transport
meeting new people
International night: foods, languages, clothes
Meeting camps
Indigenous people – dancing
penpals
5. Program ideas: Internet, radio, events, mail (email),
communities
6. International scouting available: programs to go to other
countries; fundraising
7. Oppurtunities: competition to win a trip to jamboree,
advertising
Invite people from other countries: penpals (emails/visit)
At jamboree and other major events
Participate in JOTA/JOTI
Appreciating international activities
travelling
Internaitonal night
Singapore camp, world jamboree, nz jamboree, exchanging
scouts overseas
World jamborees, exchange
Decoration, games, posters, website
Internation jamboree
Exchanges
Theme night: Flag naming, Currency, Traditional things,
Olympics (Greece)
Sponsor people to come over
Gave uniforms to vinnies and overseas groups
Scout swapping
Have seminars about international jamborees
International scouting  other jamborees, exchange, world
jamboree
Large international themed camps,
Camps with international scouts
Penpals: email, chat room on website (msn)
Every international scouting should be available to Aussie
scouts
Have done international night: 3 course meals, facts
A byattunga internation website with games!!!
Penpal, world jamboree, international nights
Exchange, cooking
International badge swap
Information, exchange
Mix troops up with international scouts
Exchange program
Penpal, emails, ads
Wow, I would like a penpal
A themed night would be fun
International cooking
It would be fun to have international themed nights
World Jamborees
4. Available to Australian scouts: jamboree, link up with
other groups, penpals, internet (emailing, chatrooms)
5. Conventions, exchange program, scout newspaper
Use webcam for JOTI
Exchange sounds cool
We should eat food from other nations at troop nights,
possibly wear their national clothing style and learn
common phrases from that nation, dances etc
Pen pals should be called keyboard pals
Int opportunities – Jamborees overseas, hikes – geocaching.
Opportunities – talk to other Scouts, normal Scout things.
Would like to be penpals.
Have a camp for JOTI/JOTA.
Do JOTA/JOTI, interested in World Jamb.
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Should set up Scout chat room.
Opportunities – World Jamb, other Jamb’s, go to other Scout
groups – exchange.
International trips, sponsors.
Could have trial penpals.
Go overseas on camps – should send out info – newsletters,
mail, email.
Have talked to Int Scouts
Interested in Jamborees, join other troops overseas and
follow their customs.
Would like to meet more Int Scouts and communicate with
Scout Groups.
I speak another language badge
Should do camps in other countries, partner troops.
Exchange programs.
Should learn about different cultures to avoid conflict.
Could have sister countries
Have JOTA/JOTI more often
Discussing different nationalities, within a group and
meeting them
Exchange scouting, joti, other Jamborees, World Jamboree
Camps for jota/joti
Penpals
Dressing up, learning about different customs, trying
different foods, talking, flags
World jam, other jamborees
Learning other languages
Invite international speakers
Should have badge for beginning to learn another language
International night rapping and card games from different
countries
Should do a international exchange with money people
Should swap food
Badge work that uses reaserch
- World jamboree
- Rover Moot
- Jota/Joti
Pen pals, International night, Award scheme
Exchange, hold world Jamboree here
Badge swapping
Raise international scouts money
Radio and pen pals learn about their culture badge
Will become penpals
Short convos with international scouts
Spend all night on the internet
People from overseas
More promo for JOTI/JOTA, more activities, more
interactive, more overseas games
Compare systems – communication about venturers
Amateur radio
International scout meeting
International food night @ campsite
Learn phrases in scouts
Help is for community service
Online radio
Story telling
More Jamborees
Facebook, phone calls, photos, international night, dance
food games sample chat
International night – cook food, play games, construct things.
Beliefs, music and dress. Talk to your leader. History, music,
dancing, dress up, invite someone from international
Contact local branch about international night program
ideas
Contact international troops and swap ideas
Accepting international scouts from everywhere
Radio and computers @ hall for JOTI/JOTA
Exchange program
Pen pal program pre jamboree
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Internet jamborees exchange.
International food stores, international scout night – food
costume, dance, song, games.
Research their culture. Hesitational, different, awkward- on
bus.
Run international themed night.
Yes they have, cooked different meals from different
countries
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Posters, spam, Facebook
Join land scouts and sea scouts
Schools exchange advertising and indepth info
Everything
Exchange program
International food night, dress up, advertise, fundraiser
involve the country.
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THE PATROL SYSTEM & LEADERSHIP TRAINING
This topic was discussed at the Scout Senate as a topic selected by the delegates themselves. Most of
the input revolved around leadership training, rather than the Patrol System. At the Yakkery, more of
a focus on the Patrol System was evident.
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE
The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING FOR SCOUTS

Group Members: Stephanie McConnell, Emily Newman, Siobhan Stewart, Mel Hipwell, Flynn
Jagoe, Brendon Kingdom.
Background:
We think that leadership training for scouts should be changed as people aren’t learning how to
be PL’s and APL’s, as opposed to not getting information needed.
Summary of Discussions:
The main points that we discussed are:
1. Having a national course outline for what a leadership course should include.
2. Seeking PL feedback on how useful the information from previous courses was.
3. More interactive courses rather than just ‘chalk and talk’.
4. The need for a leadership handbook for PL’s and APL’s.
5. Greater availability of leadership courses for scouts.
6. Teaching the correct procedure for ceremonies at leadership courses
Recommendations:
We recommended:
1. A compulsory national course framework that outlines the skills that PL’s and APL’s should
know. Skills could include: behavior training, delegating, dealing with bullying,
programming and how to run a troop council
2. Having PL’s return the following year to give feedback on how useful the information at the
course was and suggest what else they believe should have been taught.
3. The course should have interactive scenarios rather than discussing what should be done
in case something happens.
4. Create a handbook for PL’s and APL’s as a reference for issues and problems they may
encounter. This book might include topics such as personal hygiene, dealing with leaders, ,
bullying, camping, managing your patrol, risk assessment and management, problem
solving and game ideas.
5. Having a basic leadership course every term for the pioneer badge, and an advanced
leadership course once a year for potential PL’s and APL’s .
6. Teaching PL’s and APL’s how to run a uniform parade around Australia to use for inter
troop activities so that there is just one way that everyone knows how to do so that
parades can be run between different troops and states without confusion. Normal troop
nights, however the troop can run their opening/closing ceremonies/parades however
they choose.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THE YAKKERY
Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes about the Patrol System stand out:
1. There is clearly a mixture of functioning and non functioning patrol systems happening in
troops around the country. Comments from Scouts suggest that troops are somewhere on
the continuum between a ‘group of kids organised into small groups for convenience’ and
the Patrol System ‘nirvana’.
2. There are variations on the implementation of the Patrol System in troops. For example,
the regularity of troop council meetings range from the haphazard – to as needed – to
every week. Another example is the method in which patrol leaders are selected.
3. There is variation in how Scouts themselves would like to have the patrol system
operating. Although they generally agree that they should have plenty of input into troop
decisions and organisation, some feel they can trust their adult leaders to make a good
selection of patrol leader, others feel it should be a whole troop vote or troop council vote,
and others feel it should be a decision made within the patrol.
4. Even if a patrol system is not being effectively implemented in their troops, Scouts, in
general terms, seem to ‘get’ what it should be about. Most believe in the idea of small
groups working together and learning from each other.
5. However, some believe it is simply about doing things in groups. This would suggest a low
level of implementation in some home troops.
6. Many Scouts commented on being separated from their friends when put into a patrol, or
when patrols were reorganised.
7. Many patrol leaders commented on discipline being a problem in patrols, and a lack of
available discipline measures to use.
8. Much of the improvement statements were about the selection of PLs, and these ideas
ranged significantly. Some comments were about improved training for PLs and adult
leaders. Many comments came back to ensuring troops implement aspects of the patrol
system such as patrol camping/cooking and planning and participating in patrol activities.
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about The Patrol System.
Responses have been grouped into broad areas for easier analysis.
WHAT SCOUTS KNOW ABOUT THE PATROL SYSTEM
Means people looking after each other
PL supervises
Easier to work with
Look after each other
Patrol has to work together
Democracy
Means leadership, teamwork co-operation thinking
RESPECT
PL and APL leading group
Have fun leadership and teamwork
Scouts working together
Older people have more experience.
Have a constitution
Have a say in program
Responsibility
Involves PL and APL they lead.
Co-operation, troop, stages
Organise and discuss problems
Take responsibility of your own actions
System of leadership of scouts working together with PLs
and APLs
Means duty, leadership (diff levels), family, friends,
teamwork, developing leadership
Patrol related activities
People working as a team, making new friends
Means teamwork, friendship, working up ranks, duty,
staying together, leadership
Involves: teamwork, leadership, friendship, PL and APL
Sticking together, looking after each other, working together
About 6 people, PL and APL, team working together.
Activities together, duty patrol
PL, APL, work as a team, patrol camps, have fun together
Lots of support, group + leader = patrol
Patrol system works by having a rule set out for everyone to
follow
Team work
Tolerance
Patrol system – PL, APL, other scouts
Role of PL – information, tell people what to do
Role of APL – help the PL, control of people when the PL is
absent
Ranks, PL has main role, APLs assist PLs, many patrols in a
troop
PL and APL = teamwork and leadership
Looks after people, groups for activities
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PLs and APLs leadership: troop council, patrol activities,
teams, camps, leaders
Individual choice in patrols, patrol councils, troop councils,
get along with all people
PL  Makes decisions + APL  helps PL (backs them up) +
5 Scouts  Learn, obey and help
It involves obeying leaders, learning about scouts,
developing close friends. Troop council once a term.
Patrol system means: you established a team
Democracy with leader guidance
Work as a team
A patrol is a group of people who work as a team
there’s no “I” in team
Pl is leader- apl is assistant to leader
Teamwork
Troop councils should be monthly
Pl’s should have equal input into programming as leaders
Troop council to choose both PL and APL
Teamwork, communication and friendship
PL and APL, games
Camp in troops and run Patrol Activities
Every patrol has an APL and a PL, and working together is
the most important thing
Includes an APL and a PL, Pl 1st in charge followed by the
APL.
Involves team work
Patrols run nights and plan activities
PLs and APLs, patrol members, teamwork, listen to each
other, friendly
Leadership, teamwork, friendship
Stick together
Solve problems as a patrol
Usually about 6 people
PL- helps team work together, controls patrol. APL- helps
when PL is not around,
Co-operation
Stick together
Make new friends, easy to solve problems
Mixed age groups
Involves leadership, caring, patrol leaders, teamwork
A patrol is a group within a troop, teamwork, friendship and
do activities together.
Means knowledge, teamwork, patrols, friendship,
encouragement, helpfulness.
Enthusiasm, excitement, energy, activities
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HOW WELL SCOUTS BELIEVE THE PATROL SYSTEM IS IMPLEMENTED IN THEIR HOME TROOPS
These responses included answers about:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether troops have regular Troop Councils.
Whether Scouts camp in patrols.
Whether patrols run Patrol Activities.
How patrol leaders and assistant patrol leaders are selected.
The level of input enjoyed by Scouts in the organisation of home patrols

Its good how it works
Works well
Leaders pick PLs and APLs
High level of input + PLs pick game every week
It works well and is cool.
PL has too much power – orders us around.
Run well, balanced
Yes have troop council once a month
Camp as troop, have patrol activities
Leaders pick PL and APL
Leaders run nights
Troop council is good because of pizza and drink
The patrol system works well in our troop and everyone is
happy =)
Scouts vote for the PLs and APLs.
Elections: age, responsibility + experience
Scouts have little respect
PL ‘standards’ – guidelines
Teamwork, communications helping badgework
Troop council decides on PLs
Well run more games than badgework
Troop council once a month.
Camp in patrols rarely troop
PLs and APLs often run nights.
Vote on activities, leaders have final say.
Scouts run the night
Scouts should choose the APLs and PLs not the leaders!
Sleeping in different tents than your patrol
Group work easier
Good that leaders pick PLs and APLs
PLs instead of leaders (makes life easier for leaders)
Patrols run well
Troop council: yes
Most of the time in patrols
Patrol activities: yes enjoy more than troop activities
Leaders select PLs, and PLs select APLs
Troop has lots of input at troop council
Each patrol member has a role (Q store, First aid etc.)
Leaders select PLs and APLs
Disapprove of PLs getting all the blame
Don’t like not getting to choose patrols
PLs and APLs volunteer for positions
Run by PLs and APLs, teamwork and leadership
We don’t camp in patrols, but we cook in patrols
We have a lot of input in running our troop
Cook in patrols but don’t eat in patrols
Frequent PL and APL swaps
PL and APL organise program Yes, good!
System = awesome, APL and PLs run nights, 1 troop council
a term – good because of pizza, happy with input
There is PL and APL and they are supposed to be more
responsible
Scouts and Leaders choose PLs and APLs, Everyone has to
have a say
People don’t get enough say
Troop council active and stick to plan, others don’t
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Patrol leader is respected and listened to
Pick your own PL and APL, more free time
Troop council whenever feel like, no patrol camps
Get to know your patrol well, organises troop
Can be tricky to all get along
Selected by troop council or by leaving PL or APL
Helps organise larger troops and keep everyone happy
Leaders choose, or PL
Independent for activities
2. Too many people/too few
More troop councils
Patrols schedule planner
Know structure, team, well structured, working together
more, doing more fun stuff, really good
Yes to patrol system not recognising leadership of APL or PL
Some people want more input with troop councils
Patrol activities work well
Team, good running, PLs delegate tasks, APLs do all work,
leaders choose patrols and ranks
Happy how it is
Yes once a month
Cook and camp in patrols
Volunteer then patrol votes
Very little for non PLs and APLs they give all the input
Everybody gets a say in how the patrol runs and works
Our troop is awesome!
Choose patrols ourselves
Leaders involved in PL choice
Run very well, well balanced
Yes, once every 3 weeks
Camp in patrols, yes run patrol activities
Usually voting for PL and the Pl chooses APL
So that everything runs smoothly on camps, so no one gets
list, to teach teamwork
Balanced badgework and games – run well
Yes, troop council, once a term
Camp as a troop – duty in patrols
No patrol activities
Leaders choose APLs and PLs
PLs and APLS run troop nights
Nights don’t need more instruction
Also have an AAPL
We have PL privileges
Awesomely, we need to have more enthusiasm
The PLs choose their APL
PL/APL camp, troop council. PLs run camps, have buddy in
patrol
Patrol system works
The system works with delegation. We all work together
Change every 6 months
Patrol per tent but tent in a group
PL, APL, troop council. Yes, have scouts choose own PL/APL
APL and PL elected in troop council
All troop members have a say
Work well everywhere if all troop members have a say in
decision making
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Groups, ranks, PLs and APLs are chosen by experience
Troop council once a month
No patrol camp/activities
Should be AAPLs
APL/PL – strips you of your friends 
We camp in patrols and run patrol activities
Our troop leader decides the PLs and APLs
Ranks, duty patrol together, doesn’t work if its all friendly
TP controls patrols, TP held once a month/term (TP = Troop
council??)
In our tent we sleep in patrols
Change patrols if have issues
Troop council – 1/month
Camp in troop and run patrol activities
Leaders pick/vote for PL and APL
PL and APL plan but leaders run program
We have an effective patrol system in our home troop
We don’t have a regular troop council
Patrols camp and cook together. Run patrol activities.
APL and PL based on resp. and age. Selected in troop council
Large input on troop decisions. PLs will decide final
decisions
Home : PLs must have blue cord, APLs must have red
Troop council : once a term
Camping : depends on camp, mainly patrols, yes, run patrol
activities
APL and PL chosen by troop council
Meeting nights : Troop council plans, APLs/PLs run night
Leaders have final say, but troop roster – how they do it and
think best
Troop council meet once a month
More discipline options – options at the moment are light
Poorly, patrols sometimes not vote
Some do not know what a TC is. Do not attend.
Camp in patrols
Experience
Everyone gets the say!
Patrol activities
Jamboree patrols way more strict. Depends on people you’re
with
Work on program at Troop Council, camp in patrols,
Leaders and scouts especially choose PLs and APLs
Prefer nominations and leaders choose
Ranks, everyone has a fair share, working together, don’t
have troop council/once a year, Run patrol activities
PL takes initiative and helps guide suggestions of patrol to
troop council
Age and experience goes towards being able to become a PL
We do not always have to be in the patrol groups, just some
things
All say patrol system is used correctly
Frequency of troop councils – every month/once every 6
months/when needed
Decided best time is once a term and then extra when
needed
Compromise troop decisions and then all agree that is best
to compromise
Have a high level of opinion – essential to a patrol
Good leader (motivational) and a Patrol Leader that
listens/cooperates
Good system
Cool if there was a scout vote for who’s PL (more choice)
PL is usually oldest, PL and APL have experience
Patrols should be Aust animal names
Patrol activities – once a month, park with vents, pool for
swim etc
Patrol system easy to use – PLs and APLs – PL looks after
patrol, APL assists PL
Patrols are at a lower level to PL and APL
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Home troop doesn’t run very well (no scout leader, only
troop leader) from Whittlesea Scouts
One troop council every 2 months
Leaders and PLs run troop council
Camp in patrols, good system
No patrol run activities, would prefer to run them in patrols
PLs and APLs are selected by voting system and pre
PL says if suitable for being new PL
Everyone runs the troop
Patrol system has potential to work
Patrols are built by leaders with youth input
Members give opinion to leaders, but leaders have final say
1 troop council a term
Do what is planned unless extenuating circumstances
PLs lead by example – just because they lead, doesn’t mean
they are exempt from doing anything
Patrol system is good
We talk before we make decisions
The PLs don’t participate
1 each term (TC)
TC votes, if unfair leaders contribute
Troop council elects PLs and APLs – selected on age and
experience and responsibility
Leaders choose PLs/APLs
Everyone has a say in activities, yes, have patrol activities, do
camps together
Encouragement within a patrol
All troops have troop councils
Troop council – One every two weeks, and 1+2 every 3
months
Leaders run troop council, troop runs well
PLs and APLs are chosen by age and skill
Split from friends – bad
Troop council elects PLs and APLs, PLs and APLs based on
age and experience, etc
Only the troop council gets a say in activities etc
Teamwork/patrol dynamics, good organisation
Duty patrols, stick together, 6
7 people in a patrol
Troop council – 1 per month
Yup, it works
More leadership roles
Leaders choose PLs and APLs
Troop council elects PLs and APLs based on age, experience,
responsibility
Everyone has a say, sometimes a dictatorship – PLs
Should involve everyone for an effective patrol system –
voting
2 APLS
Good patrol dynamics
Camp in patrols, run patrol activities
Leaders chose APL/PL, sometimes APLs/PLs have a say
Patrol leaders and leaders plan and PLs run it
PLs say in who they have in patrol
Yup, it works
There’s order, communication, fair, making friends
Every month or term
month is better > resolutions guide
Normally stick to discussions
Involve everyone
PLs delegate and APLs assist PLs
Leaders select the PL and APL – PLs pick aswell
Very well
Troop council = yes
Cook and camp in patrols
Troop and patrol votes
A lot of input
Patrol vote or leaders
PLs in charge
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Keep the group together
APL helps and becomes PL if the PL is absent
Troop council 2 times per month(?)
Nominated by leaders, other PLs select them
Yes, camp in patrols
Get to choose
Terrible patrol system in home troop: dictator leader, no
freedom of choice in activites, no regular troop council
No Patrol activites and no camping in patrols
No decision making from all troop members
PLs and APLs choose the future PL and APL with leader
having the final say
PL and leaders run with members having an option to put
forward ideas
Is good
Responsibiltiy swapped around
Leaders choose and only sometimes have a say
Run Patrol Activities
Works well if you have a good PL
Best way to pick PL is Leaders
PL’s and APL’s elected by troop
Run good troop councils
Work quickly through the award scheme
Pretty good level of input
PL is selected by age, responsibility, and badges.
Patrols at AJ listen and at home they don’t – Likes
Do things with the whole group
Levels of input: PL  lots of input into patrol
Leaders  main input into troop
APL assists PL
Scouts are guided by the experience of the PL/APL
Home groups runs Patrol system very well – in others is very
poor
Regular Troop councils are run
Camping more in a troop than a patrol – food is cooked in
patrols
Patrol activities aren’t run – Some are in other troops
Scout input is very low if any
The leaders organise and run activities, leaving very little for
scouts to do.
PL’s and APL’s are chosen by highest rank (award scheme)
PL’s and APL’s should be chosen by maturity and experience
“odd scouts” make things run unsmooth
PL and APL teamwork = amazing <3
Patrol system works.. sometimes.
Everyone has a say, the work load is shared and everyone is
considerate
A patrol doesn’t work is the PL doesn’t have a sense of
fairness
Patrol system works well
No troop council
Everyone votes on Pl/APL election
Leaders pick PL/ALP
Not everyone should have a direct say in how the troop is
run
Patrol system works
Pl’s should be older but given more power
Leaders select PL’s but PL’s choose their own APL
Oldest scout, usually with most badges is chosen rather than
the person who would best suit the position.
Chosen with experience and ability being the priority
Troop council bi-weekly
Troop council select Pl and Apl
Monthly troop council
Trial period for Pl’s
Monthly troop councils
Leaders choose PL based on:
Experience
Organisation
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Ability as a role model
Ability to follow rules
Current system is good
Leaders choose PL and APL
Leaders and other Pls decide on new Pl
Troop council once a year??
Patrol system is great but implementation needs to have
further work done
Monthly troop councils
Patrol system is great
Patrols divide friends, good or bad?
Weekly troop council??
Irregular troop council
Hold troop council every 2nd scout night
Leaders choose PLs and patrols
Programming is done on the night
Friends are split up in patrols
Good because you get to work together although can be
annoying because some times put with people you don’t like
People sometimes do not listen
Patrol chooses the PL and the APL is chosen by the PL
Run well with PLs running lead
Some troops have a Troop Council regularly
Leaders plan the night but PLs run games
Everyone has a say
Good, although sometimes more cooperation is needed
PL decided by Troop Councils and APL by the PL and the
leader
Troop council is held once a month
Everyone has a say in the activities which are run
Troop council doesn’t function too well, due to a small troop
Camp in patrols and run Patrol Activities
Leaders choose the PLs and APLs
Troop votes on the PLs and APLs
Members have little input into the running of the troop,
decisions are made by leaders
Good patrols: more independent patrols, troop council in all
troops.
Patrol system runs well with PLs running parts of troop
night
No regular troop council
Camps in troops and runs Patrol activities
PLs and APLs selected through voting
Patrol system works badly
Regular troop council is held
PLs and APLs selected within Troop Council
Medium amount of input
Patrol system works well
Regular troop council is held
Little input from other members into the running of the
troop
Work better with better teamwork
Camp in patrols
No troop council
Don’t like to camp in patrols
Need more free time
A lot of input in the running of troop
Work together very well
Regular troop council top discuss what happening
Don’t camp in patrols usually, but in a troop.
Everyone has a say
Works well because everyone gets along
Once a term- troop council
New patrol for camp.
.everything has a say
Works very well, listen
Most experience is usually used to choose the PL
Experience, votes leaders
Small to no input
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Should all have a rank, eg scout 1 (PL), scout 2 (APL) scout
3-7
Not always fair that the scout is the oldest and always PL
Patrol system, very good
Council every 2 months’
Arguing, tend to be unmotiveted
People you dislike
Smaller patrols
Run well with PL’s leading
Camp in patrols, run patrol activities, PL’s plan and run
nights and camps.
Have a troop council every few weeks

Recommend PL’s and leaders chose.
PL’s have the most input and the final say.
Camp as patrols and hike as a patrol.
PL , APL status within troop Leadership, delegation
No regular troop council (once a year)
Camp in patrols and run patrol activities.
Leaders pick sometimes oppions called for
PL’s plan and run nightly meetings
Yes, patrol system works.
PL’s get chosen by group before being approved by leaders.
Not well running patrol system, patrols give PL’s hard time
Everyone having a say, more control for PL’s

HOW WE COULD MAKE SURE THE PATROL SYSTEM WORKS WELL IN TROOPS
Have regular troop councils
Monthly troop councils
2 a month
APL get a bigger say currently “scouts with a badge”
All opinions need to be heard
Leaders should choose PL/APL
Go to leadership course
There should be an AAPL in case the PL or APL are away...
More power needs to be given to the PL’s
Smaller Patrols
More technologies
Should be able to select patrols
2 PL instead of PL and APL
The oldest person should be PL definitely
Tell PL what to do.,.
Age and skill and popularity
Swap patrol members
Better to camp in troop than patrol because you would get
sick of each other
Want to put more input into troop discussions
Suggest leaders pick PLs, PLs choose APLs
Should be more whole patrol activities
APLs always to become PLs
More communication between troops
Don’t change a things
Troop council more often – set time
More input to programs
More run ourselves
Involve the APL more as left out sometimes – and then ready
to take over
PL not chosen because of badges
Want smaller patrols
More knowledge
Get good leaders
Work together
Make sure APLs/PLs are responsible, encourage leaders to
use patrol system
Discipline/counselling
Need standards. Inspection.
Encourage good patrol dynamics
Need – good leader, fair members, delegate roles
Patrol system needs approval of all older scouts, patrols,
organisation, learning, APL/PL, teamwork, teaching
Get patrol to work together more
Patrol system would work better if everyone has a better
understanding of it
Should have unit council once a month
APL more power
Trial PL period
need to encourage a fair say for all
Review PL’s and APL’s in power
Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes

Troop council – should be 1 or 2 a month
Follow through with decisions
Troop Council to elect PL’s/APL’s – decision to be made
based on who is the best person for the job
All troop members should have their say – fair say
Teamwork, unity and compassion should be in patrols
Understanding of others
PL isn’t more important than the rest – they need to
remember that and can’t go against the patrol
Make troop fun for scouts
PL’s should delegate tasks fairly
At least one friend in your patrol
More large scale patrol based activities
Should be a compulsory trial period including at least one
patrol based activity
PL’s should have to ‘earn their stripes’ and complete certain
requirements to become a full patrol leaders
Patrol leaders should be supplied with information, similar
to the AJ Pl handbook for use at home troops
Clearly define roles of PL, APL and patrol members in scout
record book
Pl should be selected by a troop council
Apl should be chosen by Pl
Pl and Apl need more input in discussions
More regular troop council, monthly??
Pls should be chosen based on experience, not age or
badgework completed
More patrol based camps
Apl needs more responsibility
Camps should be patrol based
Pl and Apl should have more responsibilities at normal scout
nights instead of just at camps
Previous pl and apl should choose the new pl and apl
Scouts should also have input on who is selected
Every patrol member should have an equal say
Pl’s should run scout nights
More major patrol based activities
All troop members should have some level of input into the
running of the troop relevant to their position/role in the
troop
Troop council should select PL to hopefully prevent a
popularity contest and provide independent selections
Ranks and positions should be focused on more in
organisation of activities
Pl should appoint APL
Let scouts choose Pl’s??
Should never have more than 6 patrol members
PL should be elected based on experience, not popularity
All should have some level of input
More lenient on being in the opposite sex’s tent
APL’s should progress to PL
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Depending on numbers, all branch activities should be run in
patrols
Make sure the patrol system functions in all troops
Any changes made to the patrols system should be done so
with the basis of the system in mind:
Teamwork
Leadership
Maturity
Inclusion
Friendship
Helping each other
Camping through a year should have a 50/50 split between
troop and patrol camping
Leaders and pl’s should divide work between them equally
More focus on teamwork
Leaders choose PL and the Pl should choose their own APL
Many have a poor understanding of what the Patrol system
is about
PL’s should choose own patrols
Solution: combine some troops occasionally for a night, get
to know others.
Solution: more meetings, more training and cooperating
Sleep with friends not patrols
Have a younger child who is also trained as a PL, therefore
they can step up to APL when PL retires
Members should help choose the PL
Should sleep with a patrol
Camp with friends
Youth vote leaders approve
At least 1 friend in each patrol, so they are feeling
comfortable
Want for friends all be in the same patrol
Get a big badge if PL
Create more patrol activities
Choose who’s in patrol so you get along
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Rules and regulations, more specific training, leadership
camps.
Punishment for kids that play up.
Everyone’s ideas for activities taken into account not just
PL’s and APL’s
PL and APL should work as a team.
Should be more troop councils, once a term.
Get rid of patrols work as one group.
Camp as a troop, work in patrols, some camps should be just
as patrols.
Badge work should be done as patrol.
New PL’s should be asked in they want to do the job first
PL should be selected through group discussion.
New PL suggests new APL to the leader.
Should be able to pick your own patrol.
Troop council should be held every two weeks.
Patrols should not have to sleep in the same tent.
PL only camps.
Like sleeping in patrols
Camp as big group
Cook for everyone
Camp in patrols
In groups out of your troop
Choose your own Jamboree patrol!
You vote on your PL and APL for Jamboree
PLs and APLs – oldest
- most experience -troop
council should vote
Leaders decide PLs PLs decide APLs
We base the selection on performance and behaviour
PL age based on standards
Based on leadership skills
PLs should be APL before (no straight forward PL
appointment)
Input through patrol corners for troop activities
Everyone has input
Bring the whip back :P
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INTERNET SCOUTING
This topic was discussed at the Yakkery as well as at the Scout Senate. At the Senate, the delegates
focussed mainly on Internet access at Jamborees.
At the Yakkery, Scouts were prompted with the following information & questions:
•
•
•
•

Have you been to www.scouts.com.au?
What do you believe should be on the National Website?
What do you believe should be on the Scout section part of the National Website?
How do you think Scouts Australia should use websites like MySpace, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and others?
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE

The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
INTERNET SCOUTING AT JAMBOREES

Group Members: Nathan Leivesley, Bridget Loughhead, John Dewis, Tiffany Ede, Katie Williams,
James Stephens, Naomi Halls
Background:
This subject is important because it allows communication between those at jamboree and those not
at jamboree, it allows parents, friends and families to see what’s happening at jamboree. Internet cafes
have been at recent jamborees and have helped exponentially in reducing homesickness. This is the
first time there have been cafes in each sub camp.
Summary of Discussions:
• Express lane of one or two computers with a maximum of 10 minutes
• Extended hours (Open right up until curfew)
• Privacy- supervisors use program such as VNC to monitor users while users are in booth to
prevent from being read over shoulder.
• The computers weren’t ready to be used by scouts, much testing needed.
• Rules and guidelines needed, clear instructions needed, possibly put in passport.
• Consistent timing guidelines, not line dependent.
• Logged out after time allocation
Recommendations:
The delegates of National Scout Forums and Senate 2010 recommend that
• An Express lane for users is needed maximum time 10 minutes
• To combat the lack of privacy in the internet cafés booths and screen diffusers can be used
(Screen diffusers make the screen viewable only when the observer is directly in front of the
screen)
• In order to supervise, get a program such as VNC in which the supervisors can view what is
being done on the computers remotely
• Intensive testing (volume crash tests ect) are needed to foresee and curb problems
• Rules, regulations and procedures should be displayed in the Jamboree passport and in frat
tents
• Rules for internet cafés need to set beforehand and consistently used throughout the jamboree
• Maximum time of 30 minutes to be imposed by forcibly logging the subject out.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THE YAKKERY
Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
9. Many Scouts had not visited www.scouts.com.au. Some said they were not aware of a
national website, and some said it was not relevant for them to want to visit the site.
10. There were mixed responses from those that said they had visited the national website.
Many said it was ‘cool’. Others said it was boring, or was aimed more at parents.
11. There were many many suggestions for content, such as:
• videos and photos of great events (eg. The Jamboree);
• contacts for people wishing to join Scouts;
• detailed information about the award scheme;
• hints and tips for the award scheme;
• program ideas;
• online games;
• links to other Scouting websites;
• history;
• facebook, twitter, youtube links;
• event details.
12. One response referred to the South Australia and Sydney North Region websites as good
models of websites for Scouts.
When examining the responses on the following pages, it should be remembered that it is possible
that the Scouts were thinking about any number of Scouting websites, not just the national one. The
national website was not on display at the Yakkery.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about Internet Scouting
and the National Website.
The national website looks cool
The national website looks alright but needs more
hyperlinks to other scouting sites!
‘Cool’ website – info on joining; - events; - international
events site link
Pictures of each troop
Downloadable forms for scouts
Games on website
Less downloads
Too complex
More pictures
Events – states
Forums on different topics
Website – info, example, events
Use facebook, myspace
Not YouTube
Not twitter that’s more a fame
Upcoming events on the website
Website – more pictures, games, camps and troops, videos of
activities, online selling, links to event sites
Website – specific locations to find things; keep it official not
like facebook; link to chat rooms to talk to other scouting
people
Photos, less junk nobody cares about, better info
Website not that awesome, need games, poor designs, cant
find, events page – what’s on
Using tech – not appealing, not updated enough
Badges, green book PDF adobe
Award scheme should be on it, interviews, JNNTv, encourage
people to join
Don’t know about it. Games – more colourful
Easy to use, too serious
Easy, info good
Have not really heard of scouts websites, put games on the
site, and put fake food onsite
JNN videos, advertise more
More focus on members, not just adverts, tricky to navigate
Most no – no time, facebook/tv
Use facebook to spread news
Yes, website needs unicorns and all the scout camps, links to
all the upcoming camps and maps + hikes
Visited scouts.com.au
Needs calendar, upcoming events pictures
Scout page needs games, pics/footage
Use pop websites blogs ads
Some been to scouts.com.au
Want a “Pac-man” style game
Jamboree songs and footage
Want jamboree pages on facebook, myspace, twitter, etc.
Better site map, current map is too broad.
Fun jamboree pics
don’t know about them
Some have been to scouts.com.au
Yes been to http://www.scouts.com.au
Been to http://www.scouts.com.au
Have looked, awesome.
Haven’t visited recently
Put games on it
useful for camps, put in games and pictures.
What website??
Needs games on scout page.
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Needs info on scouting, camps (up and coming) more
colours.
Post events, calendar, opportunities, to run events advice
footage pictures of scouts.
Would like LOTS of pictures and footage.
Helpful
It’s alright  could have more info about scouting
Update more often; more info; use facebook, my space,
twitter and you tube
Website  update more often; have a troop finder
Would look at the website if there were photos and blogs by
scouts
Activities, more excitement.
Been to national website; information: events, recruitment,
pictures of activities, sections for different scouting regions;
pictures of scouts, info on activities, past events, program
suggestions; YES!
Been to scouts site
Should be on website: games, up and coming events, forums
and chat rooms, pen pals.
Been to scouts.com.au
Been to scouts.com;
Games, suggestion board, birthdays, events, badge tips, scout
photos, how to join, scout group finder, history on scouts
Go cart rally remember
Good  lots of info and easy to use
Heard of scouts.com.au but haven’t been.
Lots of pictures, troop/group finder, events, links to other
Scouting websites, pictures activities info/ideas
More interactive; group finder; requirement
None have been there and only assumed there was one.
Not enough information, map of districts, competitions/quiz,
send invites outs, get people to forward them, pages for
every group
National  flags and countries in scouting; when next
jamboree is;
Scouts  games, activities, major events, troop names, green
book answers, print version of the green book
Should have: pictures/descriptions of past events, scout
games; Scout page  pics/footage, games, use pop website
 advertising, recruiting
Yes, more activities, info and pictures
Promote scouts safely, get other scouts involved and contact
scouts from around the world.
Confusing
Many don’t use it
Past events reports/stories
Photos
Group finder
Troops + districts
Scout badges
Tips + hints on badges
Games
Program ideas
Yes, more links to and from national website
Events on website
Camps
More info for current scouts on website
Further advertising on and about website.
Use facebook and MySpace websites for fun stuff to help
show the new image of scouting
Games
Photos
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Events/activities
Famous scouts
Important scout news
Troop finder
How to join
Green book as pdf
Tips on badgework
Ideas
Yes
- Only some know of the national website
-Messy
What needs to be on the website:
-music
-useful timetables
Online newsletter
-past jamboree movies
-closest scout troops
-badgework
-Questions and Answers
-Link to branch sites
- Info
- Jamboree
- A1’s
- More photos
- events around Australia
- how to join
- Program ideas
- games
- More youtube promotion
-what scouts do
-where they go
-how to contact scout troops
- fall event list
- categories by region
- chat service
-videos
-less writing
-selection of what you can do on camps
-more for parents
Badges earned and rarity.
Troop activities, educational games, tips.
Easy locating stuff
Flashy things, easy to read and navigate, stuff kids can
understand, events, state links, info on how to join and
where, online uniform order, closest group (group finder),
links to group websites.
Games, Info on Jamb, Info on Vent’s, Videos – more
interactive.
haven’t visited knew about it,
Link to website from state website.
Major events calendar, I-Pod/I-Phone applications.
More clear links to info, need to keep up-to-date accounts
on all.
Most hadn’t visited – National – pictures of
camps/outings/activities, explanation of what Scouts is,
games.
Scout section – upcoming events, troop lists/numbers in
troops and contact numbers. Explain it’s fun and safe. Use
website for recruiting, advertising.
National - footage of activities from other troops/countries
for others to try. Scouts – Jamb info, games, ‘how to make a
fire’ (help with badgework), photos of previous camps.
Popular website – connecting Scouts, advertising, upcoming
camps, videos of activities/promotion.
Needs more special effects, needs more colour.
Should have sectional information, fun looking, latest
activities and events. Lists of troops, Scout events – calendar,
pictures and diagrams, Skype connection.
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The setup is interesting and it is cool and helps us to find
stuff.
Updated frequently, well sorted information.
Website is not very informative, add a badge system section
that helps to guide Scouts through the medallion, add a chat
room – need membership number for an account.
Not twitter (privacy) but Facebook.
no, needs chatroom, games, history of scouts, pictures.
one person, games - ‘name that knot’ forum to discuss
leader issues, info about scouts.
Info about upcoming National/branch/region events
Good brands and info about gear
Pictures from past events
More detailed history of scouting around the world and in
Australia
Quotes from scouts
Clearly present what scouting is, not anything that would
link us with the stereotypical image of scouting
Have not seen the website
Should include: upcoming events, pictures of activities,
colourful, description of scouting and different scouting
sections, group finder and a brief history of Scouting
Scout section: jamboree information and pictures of scouting
events
Should use Myspace, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube ect.
Have seen the website and it was alright
Should have: more activities info, more interactive
Facebook ect should be used in order to reach more people
No scouts had been to the national website
Should have: links to state pages, current/upcoming events,
chat room for scouts
Scout section should have: activity listings, advertising and
tv ads
Been to the National Website
More information on big camps necessary
Scout section: Pictures, more detailed and badge placings
Never been on a website before, because it doesn’t appeal to
us.
Didn’t know existed at all
Like South Australia and Sydney north region.
Advertise scouts and how good it is not boring videos
The websites are alright
More efficient
Needs stuff on jamboree
Looks good
Easy to access
Needs more valid information
Advertising / promote website
Info on troops & events
Didn’t know website even existed
Boring
Aimed at parents
Info on joining
Try and be cool
Should be music: music, video, photos from events.
Info on badge work
Should have a green book up
Need more information about it
Can’t be bothered
no mainly.
we won’t go on the scout website.
yes, games
Badges, joingin info, cool videos, NEWS.
How to get badges, knots, rules, law/promise, camp dates,
info on Baden Powell, blog, chatroom.
pass messages from one to another. Stuff to help you with
scouts.
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WHAT SCOUTS WILL DO AFTER THE JAMBOREE
This topic was used at the Yakkery only. Scouts were prompted with the following information &
questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Why do so many Scouts quit after a Jamboree?
What needs to happen to keep Scouts in a troop after a Jamboree?
What excites you about joining Venturers? What are your fears about joining Venturers?
Will you go on to Venturers?
What needs to happen to ensure you join Venturers after the Jamboree?
SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THIS TOPIC

Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
1. Using a rough tally of comments made by Scouts, 63 said they would stay on in Scouting
after the Jamboree; 36 said they would leave.
2. A number of reasons were cited for leaving Scouting after the Jamboree. The most common
reasons were boredom, and the feeling that having experienced a Jamboree “there was
nothing else left to do”.
3. Some indicated that they are experiencing negative social pressures as they grow older.
Some indicated other commitments that are getting in the way – school and sport were
common examples.
4. Interestingly, more than one said that they joined Scouts to go to a Jamboree. These could
be young Scouts who were moved into Scouts less than twelve months earlier in order to
prepare and qualify for the Jamboree.
5. Scouts mainly said they need more information about Venturers in order to make an
informed decision about whether they would continue to Venturers. Those not eligible for
Venturers yet wanted to know that there would be more challenges, possibly in the form of
major events, if they stayed in Scouts.
6. Those that are more certain about continuing on mainly indicated they were enjoying all
aspects of Scouts. They looked forward to the freedom and greater choice of activities that
they perceive Venturers enjoy. Some were making plans to attend an international event. A
number were aware of Australian Ventures and Wild Dayz.

Full Report of Implementation and Outcomes
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about Scouting after a
Jamboree. The following questions were used to prompt responses:
•
•
•
•
•

Why do so many Scouts quit after a Jamboree?
What needs to happen to keep Scouts in a troop after a Jamboree?
What excites you about joining Venturers? What are your fears about joining Venturers?
Will you go on to Venturers?
What needs to happen to ensure you join Venturers after the Jamboree?

No, bored of scouts
Going to venturers
Keep on going with scouts
Leaving after AJ – friends leaving, bored – done everything
Majority yes
Only joined scouts to go to Jamboree
Don’t like wearing the uniform
More excited about scouts because of Jamboree
Will continue with scouts and go to venturers
Unpack gear, continue in scouting movement
That’s what they wanted
Nothing ‘major’ to work toward
More publicity of venturers and their awards
More activities, less restrictions
You’re the youngest again
More info on AV
Quitting after AJ – school
Quitting – don’t want to go to venturers; sick of scouts, too
far away; disliking people after jam, 10 days is enough
More venturer adverts
More groups near Ballarat
Continue on to venturers – more independence
Yes
No
Yes!
Too old, Jamboree > that’s it
Do anything you want
Good experiences
AJ all they wanted to do, older to quit, nothing to look
forward to
All staying, going up to venturers
Because it’s the big milestone of the scouting life, afterwards
they feel that there is nothing more to do
Following AJ more fun out of hall events, organising own
events
Have Aust camps near Tassie
Improve, more of a say
Join vents to continue in scouting, meet new people, QS
recognition, to be role model
Not join – other activities outside scouts, peer pressures,
sick of scouts, no friends
Nothing else to do. Go to vents. Have to do more interesting
things
Promote vents and AV to scouts
Scouts is boring, too many knots, leaders are bad, nothing
exciting, need more games, more Choices in vents, trust and
responsibility, being a lone venturer
Stay in scouts and try and get the rest of the cords, stay in
scouts but not go to venturers, use all the privileges of the
Spirit of Tasmania
Tell scouts what they do, join vent camps to experience
vents
Joined to go to AJ
Sleep, continue in scouting
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Because they are too tired or it is time for venturers, family
stuff, too hard, advertising
I would join venturers if all my friends stay.
No scouts can be boring,
Not much to look forward to, don’t want to go away again;
don’t like camping,
to stay, more camps in Jamboree Troops.
Only good thing about scouting, only joined for jamboree,
too old.
Shower and sleep, continue scouts.
Sleep games beach, BMX, birthday...
Sleep, hang with friends that don’t go to scouts,
Tired becomes boring become vents nothing to look forward
to joined for jamboree.
Advertise through popular websites.
Advertise vents to scouts activities.
Another Jamboree every 3 years.
Don’t want to join vents due to school work, no friends, and
jobs.
Yes will join vents.
Get in the spa, get ready for school, Relax.
More exciting activities.
Name list of all scouts
Need to experience venturers.
Needs pics, gear list, feedback page, use popular pages to
link scout groups and friends and advertise.
No other commitments
Other commitments
Solution – Variation, less leader changes..
Some will join vents, yes, looks fun older do fun stuff.
Tell people. (Advertise it)
Use popular pages for advertising.
Venturers’ sounds fun, more responsibility get to run and
plan events, (eg. Jamboree)
Yes will join venturers for AV, gang show, more
responsibility and activities.
Know about local ventures
Most quit to go to venturers, they finished the best part of
scouts;
Not continuing as not going to venturers; go home
Probably not because it’s getting boring; Stay in scouts;
depends if it interferes with my studies and my friends;
scouts is fun
Scouts is good because it offers activities not normally
offered  outdoor expeditions, climbing, hiking
Stay in scouts
Because crap food
Exited about picking on scouts, flying activities, Activities
which were unavailable previously.
Go back and gets boring, nothing to look forward to, keep
scouts interesting, pizza :P, too uch ‘theory’
Leaving because there are no venturers to link up with;
leaving because bored
Leaving the scouts: one because is “to cool”
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Reason to look forward to vents: more freedom and fun.
None leaving; know of some who are joining cadets; looking
forward to venturers, freedom, and more activities
None planning on quitting after AJ; Know somehow is
because: nerdy; no life
Not quitting; well planned nights; fun activities; good camps;
Independence; decision making
Only wanted to go to jamboree; Bad experience = jamboree;
scouts = boring!
Sleep, shower unpack, run, go to toilet food, tell troop about
AJ and ask why didn’t go,
They quit after jamboree: Nothing to do after, go to
venturers, tired of scouts, don’t want to go to venturers so
just quit,
to keep scouts in troupes reunions and troop camps.
joining venturers: all want to go, fun, scared of older
venturers, meet venturers at AJ
Too old, no more ‘fun’ activities, have fun activities after
jamboree, bigger camps at home (i.e. State/district)
1None going to venturers  don’t like venturers, don’t have
a venturer group, venturers sit around, can’t be bothered,
need to see them doing activities
Not joining venturers  other things on outside scouting, no
friends, longer time, less people doing it, scary
To keep scouts  something bigger in venturers, better
camps, scouts camps;
Use pop sites for advertising
Venturers tell scouts what they are about, what they do,
venturers to go to scouts and explain, hold a scout/venturer
camp
Yes join venturers  QS badge, more fun, just next thing,
being with friends, abseiling licence
Reason Scouts quit
•
Nothing else fun
•
Think they have completed everything.
•
Move to venturers
•
Other commitments
Keeping scouts in group
•
More fun activities
•
More major events and large camps
•
Excitement about venturers
•
More fun stuff
•
Meeting new people
•
Freedom
•
Independence
•
Camps
•
Friendships
Not wanting to go, not informed of all available activities.
They needed to be a lone to join venturers
Organise more intersectional activities
Quit because there is nothing else to do
Too old
If more big camps, not many would leave
More opportunities to meet people from around the country
Venturers Good
•
More independence, more responsibility
•
Organise their own stuff
Bad
•
Too social
•
No venturers locally
Joining venturers
•
Looks fun
•
Learn more about what it is about
•
Keep things interesting
Leaving because not given choice about participation but
would stay otherwise.
Good
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Fun activities
Choose/plan own activities
Negative
Lazy venturers
Quit Because:
•
-start high school
•
-group is boring
•
Aren’t and don’t know of any one planning on quitting
after AJ
•
Best thing in scouts ‘only going to venturers to go to
2013 AJ’
•
Don’t see how awesome venturers is.
•
doesn’t enjoy it as much
•
repeatative programs
•
night of troop meetings
•
could leave scouts to focus on school otherwise they
stay
•
-they get sick of each other
•
-to expensive
•
-highlight of scouting
•
-something new
•
-Grumpy leaders
•
-bored
•
-don’t know them or routines
•
-linking activities
•
-time
•
-can’t top the jamboree
Would Join if
•
-less emphasis on badge work which makes you want
to do it
•
-less strict rules
•
-queen scout
•
-hang with big people
•
Jumping off cliffs, maturity look forward to in
venturers
•
-New exciting activities and variety
•
Excites are dragonskin and hanging out with older
people
•
No fears of joining venturers
•
we love the extreme activities
•
venturers is heaps more fun then scouts
•
-More likely to join venturers if you have been in
scouting longer
•
-girls
•
-sleep
•
-massage
•
-tv
•
-bossing scouts
•
-venture
Excited – more activities, easier compass work.
Fears – snakes.
Change patrol dynamics
Excited about adventure, Dragonskin.
Go bungy jumping, get ready for Int Jamboree.
5/7 going to Vent’s
Go overseas
Move up into a better section. School often interferes with
personal life and hobbies and Scouts may think they’ve done
it all – quit.
no but know some one because it was there muis [sic] event
in scouting
Nothing to look forward to – need more major events
Post Jamb camp, keep in contact with friends met on Jamb,
tell everyone how awesome Jamb is!
Quitting – only interested in Jamb, bad experience, felt
homesick, bullied, don’t like their troop, didn’t like the food.
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Keep scouts – do things they want to do, make sure all scouts
are friendly to each other, encourage all to join in the
activities.
Venturers – exciting – do more fun stuff ie paintball, help
other sections, old friends are there. To ensure scouts link –
combined camps.
Quitting – think they’ve done everything after Jamb.
Disagreements, troop shuts down.
What needs to happen – more camping/hiking, more fun
outings and have a fun schedule.
Excited to join Vent’s – fun, do more stuff, next step.
Fears – being youngest, smallest, newest.
Should explain/show what Vent’s do to Scouts, show how
fun Vent’s is.
Sleep, go to NZ Venture, go diving, watch a concert in
Melbourne, move up to Vennies, go to div 1 football, catch up
with friends who aren’t in Scouts, medallion and Venturers.
Talk about the Jamb,
4/4 to Venturers.
Things return to normal, attach badges, process the camera
film – memorabilia.
Won’t be able to make it to next Jamb. Scouts leave because
they are too old, because they’ve had the full experience of
Scouts, nothing else to do after AJ.
Go to Vent’s because –more freedom, more activities.
Fears – won’t get along.
Could advertise Vent’s special info night.
a few yes if a few maybe
bored, bored of activities, no longer enjoyable.
scouts is lame, peer pressure
Change program, eat cats
excited, better activities.
Freedom, choose activity options dragonskin – NSW.
interesting out of hall activities.
Looking forward to venturers, - fun, freedom, different ,
friends
No fears ’09.
Solution – more and different camps, meet other troops. Be
encourage people to say what they want.
Venture wild dayz
quitting after AJ
activities unenjoyable
not living near group anymore
many scouts leave as there is nothing to look forward to
sleep
use skill learnt from the jamboree
go to venturers
Better activities
Venturers
•
Excited
•
New people
•
Opportunities
Fears
•
Scared of not getting on with leaders
•
Confusing award scheme
After AJ
•
No longer fun
•
Not wanting to go to Venturers
•
Only in Scouts for AJ
•
Improved leaders
Venturers
Excited: cable ties and duct tape, Venture, Social Activities
Fears: Abseiling, leaders
Boring and has better things to do
Solution: better equipment and activities
Bored, completed the ‘big thing’, repetitive, older scouts
don’t like it and other thing to do.
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Solution: activities other than just ropes and badgework ie.
Beach, overseas trips and visiting new places
Not joining venturers: no unit close, other commitments,
working
Yes joining: enjoying Scouting
Need a Venturer unit, more advertising and knowledge on
Venturers and more activities
Hard work, finished jamboree- now meaningless
Solution: interesting camps, fun games
Excited: new activities Being different
Get Venturers to educate Scouts on what they do.
AJ is seen as the final camp and not interested any more.
Nothing happens after jamboree.
Post jamboree camp
Don’t like my scout troop.
Learning
Do a lot
Get ready for school
Venturer leaders aren’t very good.
More camps?
I’m moving to china and they don’t have scouts.
Jamboree wasn’t as epic as i thought it would be.
Make more exiting activities
Tired and busy
CBF
Start of a new year
Done everything big.
Get an operation
Save for world jamboree
Go to venturers
Get bored and annoyed
Too busy!
“scouts is gay” peer pressure
Can’t be bothered
Quitting scouts and moving to London
Image of scouting is bad
Excited – independence, bossing scouts around
No but know someone because it was their main event in
scouting
Yes .Venturers:
Venturers run their own activities
No Leaders?
More variety of activities
After AJ:
•
Sleep
•
Eat
•
Watch tv
•
Live
•
Swim
•
Unpack
•
Play
•
Get too old
•
Go to vennies
Other commitments
More camps
Fun
More patrol activities
No knots
Yes we are staying
Away from dad????????
Closer to friends and siblings?????
More promotion
Moving
Experienced it all
Too old
Very few going to vents
Stay to get blue cord
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Probably go to vennies
VENNIES
Continue with basketball instead
Didn’t want to do scouts in the first place
Get ASM and go to vennies
It’s fun in scouts staying
Stay for the camps
Meeting new people
Have more action in the activities
More free time to chill and relax
After AJ:
•
Catch up with friends
•
Soccer with dad
•
Leaving because i can’t chew gum
•
Go all the way through to becoming a leader
•
Do scouts next year
•
Finish at rover
•
Stop after vennies
•
If school stops giving me assignments i will continue
with scouts and vennies
•
Boring
•
Hug
•
Sleep
•
Shower
•
Computer
•
Go to vennies
•
Stay for laser tag
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Swimming nights
Ice skating
Hot girls
Leave bullying
looking forward to venturers,
•
Do stuff you wanna do.
•
Own stuff,
•
Better activities.
•
meeting and making new friends.
leave because of leaders, sleep, shower, eat real food.
Stay for more camps, stay to go to venturers,
start thinking scouts are too little, dummy, boring.
Leave because there are other things to do. Peer pressure.
nothing else to do.
Bored. Keep going, get activities on website.
stay in scouts, run scout medallion activities. Too busy
doing other things.
sleep, eat, tv, drink, friends. Muzac, shower, xbox, movies.
We would love to continue doing group activities.
sleep, take a shower
Jamboree is major focus that many scouts come to as they
finish the scouting section
Money from ourselves
Organise more interesting activities.
Venturers = stay up late, the den, bossing scouts around
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THE SCOUT AWARD SCHEME
This topic was not used in the Yakkery, nor was it selected by the members of the Scout Senate on the
final day of the Jamboree. However it was discussed at some of the evening youth forums and
presented below is a brief summary of key points.
Issues
Lack of support from leaders to get badges.
Better explanation of badges & information
about badges needed.
Involvement in the award scheme low
sometimes.
Difference between states in the award scheme
is an issue.
Some badges missing from the green book.
Level of theory in Proficiency Badges is
considered by some as too high.
Some skills learnt in the award scheme are
never used.

Need more specific/specialised badges.

Solutions
More training for leaders.
Further detail in the green book. Update the
green book.
More options in achieving badges.
Further work needs to be done to enforce the
same national award scheme.
Include hiking kms, camp nights, years in
Scouting, Wombacat, in green books.
Need to review the content of proficiency
badges to ensure balance of theory vs practice.
Knot work location in the scheme needs to be
review.
Content needs to be reviewed.
Need to keep first aid up to date. Perhaps via a
permanent national website link listed in green
book.
Eg. Swimming, camp cooking, handling food.
Lots of calls for a cooking badge.
Some interest in adventurous activity badges.
Review the policy or the badgework by a panel
including Scouts and Leaders.

Award scheme calls for learning to use gas
lanterns, gas BBQs, however Scout policy says
we are not to use these anymore.
Connection with Cub Badgework
Should lead into Scout Pioneer level.
Nothing to do after the ASM.
A further award scheme after the Medallion
should be developed.
Level of difficulty of each level seems to be Review content to check that the degree of
mixed up.
difficulty is pitched correctly for each level.
Confusion between leaders about the A booklet that explains elements of the award
implementation of the award scheme. For scheme and supports leaders who don’t have
instance, some say you can’t go straight to time to plan.
Green level.
Further training on the content of the award
scheme, and how the award scheme works, for
leaders.
Unorganised – lack of direction, leaders need Link Scout groups so leaders can help each
support.
other –share ideas.
Profiency badge should be able to be tailored to Correct the wording to support this; assessor
meet individual interests.
availability; could include involving your troop
in your interest.
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Issues
Leaders focus on Pioneer more than other
levels.
Perceptiion that the higher levels are too
difficult.
Wording in the green book is unclear in some
place. Eg green Water Safety – Demonstrate vs.
Know
Scputs need to have input into what goes into
the award scheme.
Future award scheme changes need to be able
to e included in existing green books.
Where to find information
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Solutions
Encourage Venturers as mentors.
Promote that these awards are achieveable.
Review the wording in the green book.

Regular surveys, direct contact, competitions
Have pages left blank and stickers could be
provided that have details of new award
scheme elements.
A booklet with handy phone numbers, URLS,
locations, etc.
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ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY
This topic was used at the Yakkery only. Scouts were prompted with the following information &
questions:
Scouting has an element of service to the community and environment, reflected in the Scout
Method, our Aims & Principles, Award Schemes, Law, Promise, and program.
•

What service can we, as Scouts, do for the Community and the Environment?
SUMMARY OF THEMES EMERGING FROM THIS TOPIC

Comments from Scouts visiting this topic at the Yakkery over the course of the Jamboree have
been reviewed. The following common themes stand out:
1. Common environmental ideas were: participation in Clean Up Australia Day/pick up
rubbish; environment camps; planting trees; landcare; recycle.
2. Common community service ideas were: service to people, such as the elderly; fundraise;
help out; ANZAC Day/dawn service/remembrance day.
3. Some comments on the organisation of Scouting to do with community and environment
were: “more proficiency badges based around environmental”, “leaders wont let us
organise environment”, “good behaviour when representing scouting”, “show them (non
Scouting people) what scouts and scouting movement can do to help out animals and
environment”.
4. Some suggestions for future Jamborees included a mandatory service activity, and a
rubbish collection competition.
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APPENDIX: RAW RESPONSES FROM PATROLS
For reference, below are the raw comments from the AJ2010 Yakkery about Community and
Environment.
Environment – rubbish clean-up; - helping people when
required; - tree planting
More proficiency badges based around environmental
Yes use facebook – play Farmville
Environment – grants for solar power
Environment – plant trees, help old lady across road etc
Environment – pick up rubbish, join landcare groups, plant
trees, encourage youth to help, donation boxes, recycle
Leaders wont let us organise environment
Clean up Australia Day, no fires
Environment camps
Around scouts, fun runs, planting trees, soup kitchens
Clean up along beach, clean of general area, we do not litter,
clothes charity, global poverty drive
Clean, fundraise for charity
Landcare (badgework)
Landcare, scout law/promise
Pick up rubbish, clichés (old lady road), and plant trees
Pick up rubbish, get badges/awards, and participate in
Landcare
Put rubbish in correct bins, do house chores, plant trees, go
to scouts, care for elderly, charity work
Spread the environmental message, lead by example
Litter pick up, plant plants.
Don’t litter, clean up mess,
Community events recycle, plant trees.
Plant a tree day cleanup days install water tanks.
Cans bottles, find recycling, clean up areas.
Community help. Gardening (public)
Doing good turns in the community plant trees don’t litter.
Environmental events
Help our troops clean up by recycling.
Plant a tree, clean up Aussie day, and help the less fortunate.
Sleep eat recycle.
Would like to do meals on wheels
Clean up days; recycle; fundraise for the earth
Get more involved in clean-up Australia day; plant trees;
don’t litter
Service to people more than environment
Pretty up places, clean up verandas, fundraise, and donate
Change
Current activities set up activities for younger activities
collect recyclables.
Favourite volunteer activity would be people based
actvivitys
Do: Repair to campsites
Done clean up Australia type things but prefer to help
people rather than the environment.
Help other sections, donate food and money, and invite
friends to scouts
Pick up rubbish, help injured wildlife/misery; busy bee in
scout hall
Pick up rubbish, plant trees, recycle
Plant more trees; pick up rubbish, gift wrapping...,
newspapers, fundraisers
Plant trees, pick up rubbish, inform people, fundraisers
Prefer environmental services (?)
Recycle, tree planting.
Service: pick up rubbish, trolley pushing, help old people,
tree planting, environmentally friendly.
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Want to do: fundraising for charities; helping out; national
incentives
Raise money
More environmental work
•
Clean ups, recycling
Help elderly
•
Meals on wheels
•
Fundraising
•
Help other areas more often
•
Troop swap for a weekend
Service and environment work at aj
Environment:
good behaviour when representing scouting
•
-Tree planting
•
-cut down dead trees
•
-clean up Australia day
Community Service:
-job week
-Murray River rescue
-McHappy Day
Help sick kids
Sell cookies
-rememberence day
-Help the elderly
Look after neighbour
More volunteer work
we get to do Dawn service for ANZAC day
car wash
make breakfast
motor nuron disease help-charity
-red shield appeal
-sponsor a child
-movember and sponsor a leader
-Daffodil Day
-world’s greatest shave
Assisting emergency services, fundraise for hospitals and
parks.
City to Surf clean up
Clean up Australia Day, bottle washing, phonebook
deliveries, Dawn service at ANZAC Day.
Clean up highway we own.
Don’t use plastic bags, water tanks, clean up campsite, soup
van.
Fundraising, working bees, environment camp. Australia
Day
Give back to Salvos and Vinnies
Have a competition – eg at AJ2010, the troop that has the
most rubbish at the end wins something. Mandatory service.
Rubbish pick up.
Help the SES and first aid
Landcare, recycling, toilets for Tonga.
Local festivals, community hall.
McHappy Day, Job Week, Help aged, Coast Care.
overseas aid
Plant a tree.
Working with the aged, regeneration of an area.
clean up Australia day, plant trees.
•
Environment and community
o Clean up programs
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Fundraising for both scouting and other
charitable organisations
o Community service- aid programs
o Tree planting/environmental rehab
Environment
o Clean-up programs
o Fundraising
Environment and community
o Clean-up Australia Day
o Help elderly
o Make more fun
o Clean-up ‘better’ places
Community and the environment
o Meals-on-wheels, after-market, clean-up,
plant new trees.
Community and Environment
o Clean up Australia day
Community service
o Animal research
o
Pick up rubbish every week
o Red shield appeal
Community service
o More clean up Australia Day like
activities.
o Be at events that will help advertise
scouts
o

•

•

•

•
•

•
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o

Overseas aid
o Barbeques

Community and environment
•
ANZAC day
•
Clean up Australia day
•
Fundraising
•
Plant more trees’
•
Pain building
•
Lawn mow
•
Car wash
•
Scout job week
•
Tidy up
•
Put rubbish in the correct bins
•
Recycle
•
Compost
•
Community errans
clean up Australia day. Fertiliser runs. Sausage sizzle.
Christmas tree sales.
Clean up rubbish, pick ups, xitize, plant trees, encourage
recycling.
pick up rubbish, help the elderly, look after animals, get
people info scouting, show them what scouts and the
scouting movement can do to help out animals and
environment.
what people do, look after animals.
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MEMBERSHIP GROWTH AND THE IMAGE OF SCOUTING
This topic was selected by the delegates of the Scout Senate as an important issue for them to
consider and make recommendations on.
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE
The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH AND THE IMAGE OF SCOUTING

Group Members: Jess Juretic, Chris Horne, Daniel Kindness, Jarrod Snow, Stacey Kearney,
Kathryn Condon, Scott Jones
Background:
Youth membership is important to run activities, to meet new people and to keep the movement
of scouts going. Leaders membership is important to run the activities, groups and sections.
Leaders help make scouts possible and fun for the youth members. In the year of the scout
membership increased and we would like to keep increasing the numbers of youth and leaders.
The image of scouts is important to keep recruiting new members, if there is a good image there is
a better chance of having more members. There has been some problems with the image which
have stopped people joining.
Summary of Discussions:
We concluded there were four main problems:
Stereotype
• There are some stereotype’s of scouts that we discussed were giving us a bad image. Some
include:
• That scouts is not a place for girls
• Scouts only do community service (selling cookies, helping old ladies cross the road)
• We only do knot tying and setting up tents
• The uniforms are regarded nerdy and uncool
Girls in Scouting
• Some people think that scouting is not for girls and that the activities do not cater for them
• Some people think we only do muddy and hands on activities
• Some areas have more girls than others
• Girls are being targeted too old when they are already image conscious
Leaders
• Lots of groups are running low on leaders and are finding it hard to recruit new ones
therefore new youth members can not join because of the lack of leaders.
• Adults do not think that they will have fun in scouting
• Adults think running and looking after a scout group is too much of a commitment
• People think that leaders just direct the scouts and do not join in in the activities
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Older Section Images
• The older sections have lack of membership and publicity.
• Scouts do not know much about venturers and rovers
• There is not enough interaction between younger and older sections
• Most of the public advertisement is for scouts and not the older sections
Recommendations:
The delegates of National Scout Forums and Senate 2010 recommend that xxx
More tv advertisements be created. They should include a variety of adventurous activities and
people from all sections including leaders. They should be displayed during the hours of 5 til 9.
Leaders should be shown interacting with the youth members. There should be more ads for the
older sections of Scouting i.e. Venturers and Rovers.
More girls should be included in advertising campaigns, doing a wider range of activities not just
outdoor activities that involve getting dirty. For example Showtime/ Gang show, The Amazing
Race, Wide games, tent runs.
That Scouts Australia create a new range of printed advertising featuring a range of famous
people and celebrities that have been involved in scouting. It should include billboards, street
banners, flyers, sides of taxis and buses, school newsletters and magazines.
That there is a focus on recruiting young leaders. This will be done via a newspaper advertisement
in the daily and national newspapers from each state. It will highlight the benefit of leadership
training for future careers and being able to participate as well as run activities with youth.
There should be more interaction between the younger and older sections to encourage scouts to
go up to Venturers. Venturers should not only help run the activities at Jamboree but also take
part and join in with the scouts during some of the activities.
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ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
This topic was selected by the delegates of the Scout Senate as an important issue for them to
consider and make recommendations on.
REPORT FROM THE SCOUTS OF THE NATIONAL SCOUT SENATE
The following report is presented as written by the Scouts participating in the Scout Senate.
ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

Group Members: Elizabeth White, Hannah Perrins, Angus Boxall, Tylanda Murray, Josh Field,
Matt Ferris, Ezgi Bridger
Background: This topic was considered important after discussion at all three of the youth
forums at the Australian Jamboree in 2010. Ideas were recorded from each forum and then a table
of 7 senate delegates discussed the topic and formulated a series of recommendations.
Summary of Discussions:
Promotion of Activities:
Lack of awareness about upcoming activities: Create an e-newsletter outlining upcoming
events and activities. Also a data-base, logging activities and events being run in different districts,
regions, states and countries (like world jamborees). Groups could use e-newsletter and data-base
to invite other groups to their activities/events. Information could include suggestions about
activities people might want to run.
Qualifications:
Lack of qualified leaders to run activities: Run courses for leaders as well as scouts to become
qualified in different areas so they can participate in or run a variety of different activities. Form a
data-base with a link to the scout website listing all qualified leaders and venturers/rovers in each
state.
Isolated areas are not able to get together with other groups and their leaders have a lack of
qualifications for adventurous activities. Have a partner scout group between rural and city
groups so they can share resources and leaders occasionally to enhance the scouting experience
for each group. Rural troops come together once a term to organise inter-troop activities for the
term ahead, in between regular meetings have a pen-pal system within the rural community.
Closer areas could have face-to-face meetings more regularly.
International/Internet events:
Not available/possible for all scout troops: Scouts Australia to improve relationships with
Telstra or another telecommunication company to provide Internet access for scout troops across
Australia especially during JOTA/JOTI.
Not enough scouts know about JOTA/JOTI: Promote it more through branch, region and
district levels, maybe sending out mass emails or QSL cards.
Review JOTA/JOTI and update current practices: Instead of using 'MIRC' use 'Skype' or 'MSN'
so that web-cams and microphones can be used to enhance the experience.
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Exchange program: Wider awareness of the exchange programs and tie it in to school holidays
so more people can get involved.
Time constraints:
Waiting list for activities/camps are too long: Run activities for a longer time period and make
it easier to sign up and access waiting lists. If possible, run the same camp in two (minimum)
different locations. (eg. Stradbroke cup, Melbourne) and have a choice of different weekends for
the camp.
Not enough large scale activities: Run bigger camps (eg. State, regional and national level) but
without taking away from the Jamboree experience when it comes to national level.
Larger camps:
Longer camps: Longer Big Bludges with permanent scout campsites in each state.
Younger scouts: Junior Jamboree for younger scouts that is for a shorter period of time (eg. 6-7
days)
Organisation:
Expenses: Organise a national fundraising pool in which individual troops contribute from all
over Australia to upkeep facilities. Get sponsorship from lots of major companies so that you can
deduct money from camp costs and make it more affordable for everyone.
Paperwork: Make the paperwork required to run hikes and camps a standard across all states to
make the system more efficient. Streamline paperwork so that people know exactly what to do.
Recommendations:
The delegates of National Scout Forums and Senate 2010 recommend that Scouts Australia:
Promotion of Activities:
Develop e-newsletter
Create and maintain an activities data-base
Qualifications:
Conduct courses for leaders to become qualified in different areas more accessible
Produce an online data-base of all qualified leaders, rovers and venturers in the state
Have partner troops between rural and city troops to enable them to share qualifications
International/Internet events:
Update software used during JOTI and JOTA to programs like 'Skype' and 'MSN'
Speak with telecommunication companies to try and form a sponsorship deal in which Internet is
provided throughout JOTI and JOTA
Time constraints
If possible, run the same camp in two (minimum) different locations.
Organisation:
Make the paperwork required to run hikes and camps a standard across all states to make the
system more efficient.
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SCOUTING FACILITIES
This topic was not used in the Yakkery, nor was it selected by the members of the Scout Senate on the
final day of the Jamboree. However it was discussed at some of the evening youth forums and
presented below is a brief summary of key points.
Issues
Lack of funding for new equipment.
Not enough places to hold large scale events.

Not enough adventurous activity facilities

Solutions
Support for fundraising for groups is needed.
Focus fund on establishing permanent facilities.
Look for grants or sponsorship.
Advertising could occur at Jamborees.
Ask Scouts what they are interested in having
access to.
Encourage leaders to get adventurous activity
training or use outside operators (cost?)
Needs regular cleaning – especially on a Jamboree
Install separate buildings.
Install bins along roads and around food areas.
Install pay phones in each sub camp.
Improve general signage.

Unclean amenities
Holes between male/female areas
Jamboree Site Issues:
• Not enough bins
• Not enough pay phones
• Not enough signs
• No toilet signs
Better support for keeping facilities modern is Councils should be encouraged to support this as
needed.
we provide community service.
Inspections of halls and other facilities should occur
two times a year.
Invite community into halls when they have been
cleaned up/look nice.
Reserves around scout halls is underutilised.
Encourage groups to get out of the hall and use the
reserves around many halls.
Hall vandalism
Need to install cameras in some places.
Graffiti needs to be painted over straight away.
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